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1 Introduction
The field of spintronics, i.e. the application of the electron’s spin in addition to its
charge for future superior device functionality, is nowadays of great interest both
for research and commercial purposes [1]. Spintronics in metals is already widely
used in computer storage devices [2]; recently the notion of bringing spintronics to
devices based on semiconductor technology has triggered extensive investigations
on a material class called dilute magnetic semiconductors (DMS). DMS are semi-
conductors doped with elements that change the host semiconductor material to
exhibit magnetic properties. The prospect of being able to handle the charge carri-
ers’ spin for information transport has led to a large number of new device designs
like the spin field-effect transistor (FET) and the spin light emitting diode (LED)
[3, 4], promising to reveal new applications or an improvement of existing electrical
devices.
Before the benefits of new spintronics applications can be exploited a number of
issues have to be solved, like finding an appropriate material for efficient room tem-
perature spin-injection and an appropriate semiconductor material with properties
promising the desired device functionality. In order to contribute to the understand-
ing and fabrication of efficient spintronic-related materials, this thesis aims to tackle
two points. Firstly, the material system of group III-nitrides, especially gallium ni-
tride (GaN) is investigated for being an adequate material system for the ”active”
region of a device. Secondly, the understanding of a prospective spin-aligner candi-
date is improved by answering the question where Cu is incorporated in Cu-doped
GaN, a room temperature DMS.
GaN has become one of the most important semiconductors of our age [5]. Because of
its magnificent optical and electrical properties it is now used in applications such as
lighting (projectors, TVs, automobiles, displays, traffic lights and general lighting)
[6, 7], lasers (game consoles and Blue-Ray players) [7], detectors [8, 9], and high
power as well as high frequency power electronics [7]. Fig. 1.1 depicts a company’s
website advertising the multitude of applications of GaN in their business. The
enormous applicability and the favorable properties of GaN could greatly support
the success of spintronics devices, if these were based on GaN.
GaN is a direct band gap material with a band gap of about 3.5 eV. This corre-
sponds to a wavelength near 355 nm which is on the violet side of visible light. One
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Figure 1.1: Examples of applications of GaN as a commercial product. The graphic
is taken from the website of the Nitronex Corporation [10].
of the probably most quoted preferences of the nitride material system is the band
gap range exhibited by AlN, GaN and InN, namely from the UV (6.2 eV for AlN) to
the IR (0.7 eV for InN). This leads to the possibility of fabricating band gaps in the
complete visible range by forming ternary or quaternary alloys of Al, Ga, In and N.
Not only the optical properties are promising; the material also exhibits very high
electron mobility which is essential for high-power, high-frequency electronic appli-
cations, like e.g. in high electron mobility transistors (HEMT) [11]. High electron
mobility at room temperature is usually around 1500 cm2/Vs in Al0.25Ga0.75N/GaN
heterostructures and have been shown to reach 75000 cm2/Vs at 4.2 K with a sheet
electron density of 1.53×1012 cm−2 for a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) in
Al0.05Ga0.95N/GaN [12]. Furthermore, the high chemical, thermal and mechani-
cal stability of GaN is of benefit to many applications, making the material more
worthwhile for investigation.
GaN is also a material which exhibits a polar axis along the [0001] c-direction. Due
to the hexagonal crystal symmetry and a natural diversion of GaN from the perfect
wurtzite structure, GaN shows spontaneous and piezoelectric polarization along this
polar axis. This fact leads to the presence of polarization charges at interfaces
and is especially critical when multi layered heterostructures are fabricated in c-
direction. The polarization charges cause electric fields inside the structures leading
to a distortion of the electronic band structure and the so called quantum confined
Stark effect (QCSE) in structures of low dimensionality. The main consequences are
a reduction of the oscillator strength due to a spatial separation of electrons and
holes as well as a decrease in the energy of the radiative transition.
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One approach to avoid the unwanted consequences of the QCSE is the growth of
epitaxial layers with non-polar surfaces, such as the M - and A-planes, where the
internal electric fields run perpendicular instead of parallel to the crystal growth
direction. It has been experimentally demonstrated that in such a case GaN light
emitting devices show higher efficiency [13] making growth on these crystal planes
highly attractive.
Because non-polar GaN substrates for homoepitaxy are only available in very limited
sizes and extremely expensive, alternative substrates for heteroepitaxy of non-polar
GaN are needed. In the context of this thesis, a new plasma assisted molecular beam
epitaxy (PAMBE) system especially aimed at the growth of nitride semiconductors
was set up and brought to operation for growth of GaN. Using this machine, growth
of non-polar GaN was investigated on two different substrates, namely LiAlO2 and
LiGaO2. The growth parameters were optimized towards a flat surface morphology
and high crystal quality of the resulting M - and A-plane GaN films.
For applications using the spin of charge carriers, their spins need to be correctly
oriented and injected into the ”active” material in an efficient way, i.e. without
loss of the spin orientation. Therefore, an adequate spin-aligner has to be found.
For spin injection into a semiconductor the most straight forward approach would
be to use a DMS [14, 15]. One important desired property of a DMS for feasible
spintronic device operation is ferromagnetism at room temperature. Many different
DMS materials have been investigated in the past years; GaN, however, gained
special attention due to the predicted possible room temperature ferromagnetism,
when doped with magnetic elements [16]. Although Cu is a non-magnetic element,
Wu et al. [17] theoretically predicted ferromagnetism above room temperature in
Cu-doped GaN, which was later confirmed experimentally in a number of reports
on Cu-doped GaN, e.g. [18–20].
The exact mechanism governing ferromagnetic behavior in Cu-doped GaN and DMS
in general is still unclear. Clarification of the many, partly seemingly contradicting
experimental results, is necessary for understanding the situation in this new class
of materials. One very basic question to be answered in this context is the location
of Cu in the GaN material, i.e. how and where Cu atoms are incorporated in the
GaN crystal. This issue is addressed in this work with the help of x-ray absorp-
tion experiments, which were performed at the European Synchrotron Radiation
Facility (ESRF). The results of the analysis of the experimental data are compared
to calculations performed for Cu-doped GaN using a commercial software package
(FDMNES [21]).
The outline of this thesis is as follows. The relevant parts of the field of spintronics
to this work are discussed in chapter 2. Herein an introduction to the basic ideas of
spintronics, the current status of DMS research and the role of the most important
GaN DMS, including Cu-doped GaN are presented. The subsequent third chapter
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gives an overview of important properties and peculiarities of the material of central
interest, namely GaN. This includes a description of its crystal structure, the im-
portant role of internal electric fields and how they can be avoided in GaN. Details
on how GaN can be fabricated in the laboratory and a description of the machine
used for producing GaN samples in this work is provided in the concluding section
3.3.2.
Growth of non-polar GaN by PAMBE on (100) γ-LiAlO2, (100) β-LiGaO2 and (010)
β-LiGaO2 is described in chapter 4 accompanied by an analysis of the produced GaN
films. Chapter 5 presents the experimental and theoretical investigations and results
of identifying the placement of Cu in GaN during PAMBE growth of Cu-doped GaN.
2 A short introduction to spintronics
The aim of this chapter is to give the reader a brief introduction to the subject
of spintronics and to build a bridge of this field to the use of group III-nitrides
as a convenient and adequate material system for the basis of spintronic devices.
In section 2.1 the very basic principles of spintronics are introduced and the field
is narrowed down to spintronics in semiconductors and the important category of
dilute magnetic semiconductors (DMS). The subsequent section 2.2 will outline the
current status of work that has been done in this field. Concluding this chapter
the specific advances and the role of nitrides in spintronics and specifically the
introduction of Cu as a non-magnetic impurity making GaN ferromagnetic will be
discussed in section 2.3.
2.1 The basic idea of spintronics
Spintronics is a term basically put together out of two parts: spin and electronics.
Its meaning lies exactly in this connection, namely that not only the charge but also
the spin of electrical charge carriers is used in transporting information. A great
achievement in the field of spintronics was the discovery of the giant magnetore-
sistance (GMR) in magnetic layers of metals [2, 22]. The GMR effect nowadays
used in everyday life (e.g. data storage in computer hard discs) was considered of
such importance, that the Nobel Prize was awarded for its discovery in 2007. In
this work, however, the usage of a different class of materials in spintronics shall be
focused on: the class of semiconductors.
The discovery and research on semiconductors have made possible a huge number
of devices and have revolutionized our technological world1. Especially the optical
properties combined with the electric behavior of such materials are of great interest
and have been applied in light emitting diodes, solar cells, laser diodes, quantum
1Interestingly, in the beginnings of semiconductor research the enormous impact of this field could
not at all be anticipated. In this context, a famous statement of Wolfgang Pauli in a letter to his
assistant at the time, Rudolf Peierls, in 1931 is cited, where he writes: ”Über Halbleiter sollte man
nicht arbeiten, das ist eine Schweinerei, wer weiss, ob es überhaupt Halbleiter gibt.” which loosely
translated means: ”One should not work on semiconductors, that is a mess, who knows whether
there are semiconductors at all.” [23]
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Figure 2.1: Schematic original design of a spin FET from [25]. In a DMS based
spin FET the iron electrodes are replaced by a magnetic semiconductor,
polarizing the electrons which are injected into the channel. The spin
character of the charge carriers in the channel can be altered by a gate
voltage to turn the current on or off.
cascade lasers, phototransistors, photomultipliers, charge-coupled imaging devices
and optical fiber communication. The advantages of spin transport additionally
to or instead of charge transport promises the improvement of existing devices for
faster information processing at less power consumption [3], but also leads to new
device concepts like spin FETs, spin LEDs, spin tunneling junctions and many more
[3, 4, 24].
It was a novel design for a spin transistor using the spin of the carriers to modulate
the electric current, proposed by Datta and Das [25] in 1990, that kicked off a
new motivation for the search of adequate materials with properties suitable for
semiconductor spintronic applications. The idea of Datta and Das described that
spin polarized electrons, from a spin aligning source electrode, could be injected into
a semiconductor channel and read out by a magnetically polarized drain electrode.
Fig. 2.1 shows a schematic design of a spin FET. While the current is maximal when
the magnetic moments of electrons and drain are aligned, the current is changed
by influencing the electron spin in the channel by applying a gate voltage. The
interaction of the electric field from the gate on the electrons’ spins in the channel
happens via the Rashba spin-orbit coupling [25, 26]. The resulting misalignment of
the charge carriers’ spin with respect to the magnetic orientation of the drain results
in a shutdown of the current. The bias needed for a shutdown is predicted to be
much lower than that required for a conventional charge controlled FET.
Now, the question to be answered for accomplishing spintronics in semiconductors,
is: Which are the requirements for a material for such functional devices? In the case
of a spin FET, the spin of the electrons must be aligned (need for room temperature
ferromagnetic material with high spin polarization of the carriers), then efficiently
injected into a material (low resistance at the interface), transported with the ability
to control the spin (the spin must be carried by charge carriers with long coherence
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of a spin LED based on GaN. Efficient spin injection can be
obtained by choosing a GaN based DMS for spin injector e.g. Cu-doped
GaN.
time) and finally the spin as well as the current must be detected. The first steps,
i.e. the spin alignment and injection into a semiconductor material, are necessary
for many devices. In the case of a spin LED the last step of spin and current
detection is replaced by the radiative recombination of electron hole pairs, yielding
polarized photons. Efficient ways of providing for this are the use of heterostructures
of semiconductors such as multiple quantum wells (MQW) or quantum dots (QD)
(see Fig. 2.2). This work aims to tackle the question of an efficient spin-aligner and
an appropriate material for spin carriage and radiative transition for the basis of
devices like spin LEDs.
For the injection of spin-polarized carriers into a semiconductor a ferromagnetic
metal could be used. The success of such a system was however suppressed, two
of the reasons being the mismatch in conductivities between the magnet and the
semiconductor and the relatively low electron spin polarization of the metallic fer-
romagnet [27]. Calculations have shown, that only about 0.1% of the current in a
2D electron gas contacted by two ferromagnetic metals are spin-polarized, while fer-
romagnetic semiconductors would overcome the problem of loss of spin-polarization
due to the giant Zeeman splitting which would force the current carrying electrons to
align their spins to the lower Zeeman level [15]. Hence, the approach of using mag-
netic semiconductors, promising greater success and being more practical, yielding a
higher efficiency and lower resistance barrier, i.e. better conductivity, better Fermi
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level matching and better production possibilities for cleaner surfaces is discussed
in literature. Here, the diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMS) have received the
most interest because of their easy implementation in the existing semiconductor
technology and the prospect of using one basis material system for the whole de-
vice, where electronic transitions from one material component to the next would
preserve their spin-polarization to a large extent.
Dilute magnetic semiconductors, initially called semimagnetic semiconductors [28],
are semiconducting materials that are diluted with magnetic ions of transition met-
als (Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni; the case of Cu is discussed in more detail in
section 2.3) or rare earths (e.g. Eu, Gd, Er) substituting cations of the host ma-
terial thus rendering the complete semiconductor ferromagnetic. Among different
desirable properties for these materials one of the main points for prospective de-
vice application in the absence of an external magnetic field is the necessity for a
high Curie temperature (TC) in ferromagnetic DMS, namely at room temperature
or above.
Spin injection from a DMS into a non-magnetic semiconductor has already been
shown in a few material systems and is investigated extensively. A zero-magnetic
field electrical spin injection in an all-GaAs based spin LED, using ferromagnetic
GaMnAs as spin-aligner, has been reported by Ohno et al. [29], injecting spin polar-
ized holes into the ferromagnetic structure. An early report on BexMnyZn1−x−ySe
as a spin-aligner to inject spin-polarized electrons into a GaAs/AlGaAs MQW LED
structure has shown an injection efficiency of 90% [30]. ZnMnSe is known to exist in
paramagnetic, spin glass or antiferromagnetic phases, depending on the Mn concen-
tration and the temperature [31, 32] and spin injection experiments therefore need
the presence of a high external magnetic field and low temperature. It has been re-
ported that the electron conductivity is important for spin polarization in n-type Zn-
MnSe [33], which is why Cl doping to control the electron density is used frequently
in ZnMnSe. The benefits of the ZnMnSe system, however, have been demonstrated
by an almost perfect spin injection initialization into several different InAs/GaAs
quantum dots (QD) simultaneously [34]. For QD ensembles, up to about 60% spin
polarization has been achieved in InGaAs QDs [35] where Zn0.95Mn0.05S0.1Se0.9:Cl
2
was used as a spin-aligner; InGaAs QDs excited by short electrical pulses in the
nanosecond range through the DMS Zn0.95Mn0.05Se:Cl show a spin-polarization de-
gree of up to 41% [36]. Also, spin-injection through Zn0.80Mn0.20Se into CdS QDs
has been reported by optical means which shows an injected spin polarization of
32% [37].
Although investigations on DMS already go back some 30 years, the interest in this
field continues to persist and is enormous. To underline this statement the numbers
2The admixture of Sulfur intends to improve the matching of the lattice constants between ZnMnSe
and GaAs for better epitaxial growth.
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of citations on important papers is huge. Until today3 for example, the Datta &
Das paper [25] on the spin FET has been cited 2065 times (193 times in the year
2010); the paper of Dietl et al. [16] about the mean field Zener model for magnetic
semiconductors (discussed below) was referenced 3678 times (438 times in 2010) and
a short review by Ohno [38] on this topic 2492 times (213 times in 2010).
2.2 Current status on dilute magnetic
semiconductors (DMS)
While in theory the question of the usefulness of magnetic semiconductors seems
undoubtedly clear, the experimental realization of devices lags behind. This is con-
sidered to be a reason of finding the right material that can be altered in such a
way, that the desired properties appear. Above all, overcoming the low Curie tem-
perature of most material systems was considered a challenge. Besides experimental
efforts to finding the best DMS which will be briefly summarized first in this section,
an outline of theoretical models applied to predict the properties of appropriate ma-
terials, resulting in the persistent notion to improve our knowledge of the physics
involved and pushing forward in the direction of spintronic devices, will follow.
Already in the late 1970’s the idea of making a semiconductor magnetic engaged
scientists in exchanging part of the metal atoms in a compound semiconductor
with magnetic atoms. Big interest in these structures started to rise, when an
anomalously large spin splitting was observed in magnetotransmission experiments
on Hg1−xMnxTe [39], which was interpreted to origin from the exchange interaction
between the free charge carriers and the localized d-electrons of the Mn ions. A
large Faraday rotation and a Magnetic Circular Dichroism (MCD) signal measured
in Cd1−xMnxTe [40] was attributed to the same mechanism and subsequently the
field of DMS emerged.
These early examples of DMS, now sometimes termed ”traditional” DMS [41], be-
long to the family of AII1−xMnxB
V I , where AII and BV I stand for Cd, Zn, Hg and S,
Se, Te, respectively [28]. However, the low critical temperatures in these materials
[42], making them impractical for spintronic devices led to a quick spread of the field
to new material systems like AII1−xFexB
V I or AII1−xCoxB
V I [42, 43]. Rejuvenation in
DMS research was the opening of a new material system in which ferromagnetism
at relatively high temperatures was to be observed: the III-V semiconductors. A
first report of MBE grown In1−xMnxAs on InAs and GaAs substrates showing fer-
romagnetism [44] was followed by many publications on III-V and II-VI materials,
3The citation numbers are taken from the ISI Web of Knowledge on the 12. April, 2011 using the
Web of Science database with Conference Proceedings.
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the RKKY interaction in a semiconductor (GaMnAs)
and a metal (Cu:Mn) adapted from [61]. The oscillatory behavior of
the spin exchange constant is shown as a function of the distance of
two Mn ions. The graph was calculated using an electron concentration
of 8.5 × 1022 cm−3 in the case of Cu and a hole concentration in of
3.5 × 1020 cm−3 for GaMnAs. The graph shows that a long range
ferromagnetic coupling is possible in the semiconductor material.
like GaMnAs [45], GaN, ZnO, ZnSe and a large number of review articles [3, 24,
46–52] describing the rapid growth of the field.
The need for high Curie temperatures (TC) in DMS has kept the search for new
materials active and indeed a big improvement could be made for example on the TC
reported for InMnAs and GaMnAs, which could be raised from initially below 10 K
[53] and 110 K [38] to 343 K [54–56] and 185 K [57], respectively. For GaMnAs this
was related to the progress in controlling crystal quality, namely reducing the number
of unintentional charge and moment compensating defects through optimized growth
and post-growth annealing procedures [58]. Among the highest TC values reported
for DMS are the ones for GaMnN (TC=940 K [59]) and ZnCoO (TC=790 K [60]), i.e.
they are well above room temperature. However, it is still unclear what the driving
forces behind the ferromagnetic behavior are. This leads us to a very important
question in this field, the answer of which is essential for reliably controlling the
magnetic properties in DMS: What mechanism makes a DMS work?
There have been many attempts to describe the mechanism responsible for ferro-
magnetism in semiconductors. To date, the situation is still not clear and no single
theory exists to explain the origin and the large scatter of data of the magnetic
properties of semiconductors. Three models of ferromagnetic mechanisms in DMS
discussed in literature will be presented in the following.
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The success of the mean field Zener model introduced by Dietl et al. [16] was founded
on the ability to account for the experimentally observed Curie temperatures of
Ga1−xMnxAs
4 and Zn1−xMnxTe. The scientists applied this model to a variety of
DMS to predict their Curie temperature, as will be discussed in section 2.3. The
basic idea of this model is that ferromagnetic interaction between localized spins
of transition metal (TM) ions is mediated via holes introduced by shallow acceptor
levels, provided by the Mn ions. The developed theory is based on the double-
exchange (Zener model) [62, 63] and the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yoshida (RKKY)
[64–66] mechanism to explain the long range magnetic coupling of the moments.
Double exchange is the term used to describe the ferromagnetic coupling between
two differently charged transition metal ions (e.g. Mn3+ and Mn4+) separated by an
atom with a closed shell (e.g. Cl− or O2−). This is done by the transfer of an electron
from one Mn ion to the central atom and a simultaneous transfer from the central
atom to the next Mn ion, where the lowest energy of the system corresponds to a
parallel alignment of the spins of the transition metal ions [63], hence a ferromagnetic
coupling is established. The explanation of the long range coupling is then given by
the RKKY interaction, where the spin orientation of free electrons is influenced by
the local magnetization of the magnetic ions through the combined effect of coulomb-
and spin dependent exchange-screening, originating from the Pauli principle. This
so-called indirect super-exchange of magnetic moments is mediated by conduction
carriers, which experience an oscillatory spin polarization, depending on the distance
between the magnetic ions in the crystal. Fig. 2.3, where the exchange coupling
constant is plotted as a function of the separation of Mn ions, demonstrates the
long range ferromagnetic interaction in the semiconductor GaMnAs; but also shows
that the coupling is much weaker than in a doped metal such as Cu:Mn. A major
prerequisite to this kind of interaction is a large carrier concentration and a high
doping concentration in semiconductors which is not necessarily the case in the DMS
samples which have been fabricated. The observation of ferromagnetism in DMS
with rather low doping concentration therefore demanded for the development of
alternative models.
One such model, also accounting for ferromagnetism in low doped p- and n-type
DMS, was put forward by Coey et al. [67], explaining that ferromagnetic coupling
is mediated by electrons from shallow donor states, which create a spin-split im-
purity band when surpassing a donor defect concentration threshold and couple to
the 3d moments of TM to form bound magnetic polarons (BMP). These polarons
themselves couple to each other leading to a ferromagnetic interaction between the
magnetic ions and when the polaron percolation threshold is reached the whole sam-
ple becomes ferromagnetic. An illustration of this mechanism is seen in Fig. 2.4.
The authors state that the Curie temperature depends on both the magnetic impu-
rity and the donor concentration in the material. This model is also supported by
4Measured TC = 110 K, calculated TC = 120 K.
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Figure 2.4: Representation of magnetic polarons. Small gray circles represent cation
sites. Anion sites are not shown; anion vacancies are indicated by
squares. Black circles stand for impurity (dopant) atoms. A donor
electron in its hydrogenic orbit (large blue circles) couples antiparallel
to impurities with a 3d shell that is half-full or more than half-full.
From [67].
experimental results, e.g. [60], where charge carrier mediated magnetic coupling is
ruled out and the predicted TC by this theory lies in the vicinity of the measured
one5.
Another model of ferromagnetism in III-V materials was proposed by Litvinov et al.
[68], who assume a contribution to the indirect exchange interaction by polarization
of the valence band electrons via virtual electron excitation from magnetic impurity
acceptor states to the valence band. This model explains the origin of ferromagnetic
behavior for high and low carrier concentration by use of a percolation approach
(like in the case of BMPs [67]) rather than a mean field theory (like in the case of
the mean field Zener model [16]).
Despite the persistent efforts to clarify the picture of ferromagnetism in DMS also on
the experimental side and to give input to the parameters used in the models, rather
puzzling results are obtained. For example, none of the two opposing models relying
5The predicted TC in this study was 822 K while the experiment gave TC ∼ 790 K.
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Figure 2.5: Room temperature magnetization for ZnO films with 5% Co and varying
Al doping, as a function of the mobile carrier density. The graph is
adapted from [75].
on carrier mediated interaction or a percolation mechanism can experimentally be
evidenced. While some reports see no correlation between carrier concentration
and ferromagnetic behavior in DMS [69–71], leading to the conclusion that free
carrier mediated mechanisms do not apply, other publications show an increase of
ferromagnetism with increasing free carrier concentration [72–74], indicating the
opposite conclusion. Interestingly, a combination of both mechanisms in TM-doped
ZnO was suggested by Behan et al. [75], saying that the carrier mediated exchange
can account for ferromagnetism in samples with high free-carrier concentration,
while the BMP model can be applied for samples with low free-carrier concentration.
The observed paramagnetic behavior in the intermediate concentration is explained
by the destruction of polaron coupling by hopping of free carriers. Fig. 2.5 illustrates
this behavior in Behan et al.’s [75] data of the sample magnetization as a function
of the free carrier concentration.
In addition, a more and more emerging influence of ferromagnetic behavior in DMS
was attributed to the role of structural defects in semiconductors, both theoretically
[76, 77] and experimentally [19, 70, 71, 78–80]. However, exact mechanisms still
remain unclear. A discussion of defects related to ferromagnetism in Mn-, Gd- and
Cu-doped GaN is presented in the following section.
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Table 2.1: Calculated Curie temperatures of zinc-blende (except where noted oth-
erwise) p-type semiconductors containing 5% Mn and 3.5 × 1020 holes

















2.3 The role of nitrides in spintronics
Group III-Nitrides are a group of semiconductors with a multitude of beneficial
properties. These include high chemical, thermal and mechanical stability, the fact
that none of the components are toxic and at least one of the components is readily
available, owing to the high abundance of nitrogen on our planet. The wide tuning
ability of their direct band gap between 0.7 eV for InN over 3.4 eV for GaN up to
6.2 eV for AlN make these nitrides a very attractive material for optical devices and
have therefore been subject to great interest both for research and for commercial
purposes.
In spite of the advantageous properties of nitrides, they were not among the first
semiconductors to be attempted to be made ferromagnetic. An increased interest
in this material however came about when Dietl et al. [16] set up their theoretical
model of ferromagnetism in DMS based on the Zener model [62, 63] and calculated
Curie temperatures that could be achieved in various semiconductors (see Table 2.1).
Their extraordinary results indicated the highest TC of all the considered materials
and ferromagnetism for GaN above room temperature! In their paper they show
that the mean field Zener model, usually applied to describe ferromagnetism in
transition metals, is able to explain the experimental Curie temperatures of GaMnAs
and ZnMnTe, and applied this model to the different DMS listed in Table 2.1.
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Of course the picture is not as easy as it seems, for, although production possibilities
for high quality GaN have greatly improved over the years, the prerequisites for room
temperature ferromagnetism are not easily matched. If ferromagnetic coupling is
indeed mediated by free charge carriers, as the mean field Zener model of Dietl et
al. suggests, one of the main difficulties for GaN DMS may lie in the achievement of
the necessary high hole concentration and mobility. GaN is known to be intrinsically
n-type [81], mostly due to Ga vacancies [5, pp.929], and overcoming the difficulty of
efficiently making GaN p-type is sometimes even seen as ”the Holy Grail” in GaN
device production [82].
Another critical aspect for spintronic devices is the electron spin relaxation time
in the spin transport material. Motivated by theoretically predicted long spin life
times in bulk GaN to be in the micro second range [83], which was consistent with
the expectation of long spin relaxation times in a material with weak spin-orbit
interaction and a wide band gap [84], GaN seemed to fulfill very promising properties
for a spin transport material. Experimental investigations using spin-dependent
pump and probe reflectance measurement however showed a very fast spin relaxation
in bulk GaN [85] (470 fs at 150 K and 250 fs at 225 K) and also bulk InGaN [86],
where no polarization of the electrons could be observed, limited by a time resolution
(350 fs) of the setup.
A first report of time resolved photoluminescence measurements on an InGaN mul-
tiple quantum well (MQW) structure by Julier et al. [87] states a relatively long
spin relaxation time of ∼100 ps at 10 K, while subsequent analyses of different
InGaN/GaN MQW structures for spin LED application reported on very much
shorter spin relaxation times measured by circularly polarized pump-probe spec-
troscopy [84, 86, 88–90], i.e. 200 ps at 200 K and 70 ps at 295 K [91], for other
samples even 450 fs at 5 K [84]. These fast relaxation times are believed to result
from considerable biaxial strain at the heterostructure interfaces leading to large
piezoelectric fields in wurtzite GaN grown along the c-axis, distorting the QW po-
tential. The thereby breaking of the confining symmetry of the quantum well leads
to a large Rashba spin-orbit splitting [90] causing a mixing of the spin states in the
conduction band and hence fast spin relaxation.
Substantially longer spin-relaxation times are expected [4] for structures lacking the
above described internal electric fields, as in for example cubic symmetry lattices.
However, the cubic symmetric crystal structure of GaN is only a meta stable phase
and cannot easily be obtained in high phase purity. Another way to avoid the
electronic band bending caused by the internal electric fields is to tilt the polar axis
of the wurtzite material in such a way, that it lies parallel to the growth plane rather
than in growth direction. This can be achieved by growth on the so-called M - and
A-planes of GaN, as will be described in more detail in chapter 3.2.
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A very interesting observation in this context was made by Nagahara et al. [91, 92]
who (in addition to a short spin life time in low In (7.1%) content MQW samples)
measured long-lived (220±40 ps) and temperature independent electron spin states
in high In fraction (10.6%) samples. This result was attributed to the formation
of In quantum dots (QD) as a consequence of the compositional fluctuations in the
InGaN QWs, meaning that an In phase separation led to In QDs imbedded in the
MQW structure. Due to the confining properties of QDs causing a discrete density
of states and the lack of a continuum of states available for spin relaxation, the
scattering processes in QDs are suppressed and a longer spin life time is expected
compared to QW structures [93]. Further, as discussed in section 3.2 the effects
of internal electric fields in nitrides are less pronounced in smaller structures, as is
demonstrated by investigations of samples with different QW thicknesses, e.g. in
[94, 95].
Fueled by the prospects of an all-GaN based spintronic device and the predicted
room temperature ferromagnetism, a lot of research was directed into GaN-based
DMS. The majority of work, done in this field, investigated ferromagnetism in Mn-
doped GaN, but other doping materials such as Cr, Fe, Co, Gd and Cu were also
considered. In the following a short account of research results will be given for the
exemplary cases of Mn, Gd and Cu doped GaN. Indeed, high Curie temperatures
were found for different doping concentrations for samples produced either by direct
incorporation of the dopant during a growth process like MBE or ion implanted
samples, where the dopants were introduced into a bulk sample.
2.3.1 Mn-doped GaN
For MBE grown GaN:Mn samples a very large scatter of Curie temperatures was
found ranging from 10-25 K6 [96] to ”TC higher than room temperature
7” [97]
up to 940 K [59]. The highest reported TC of 940 K was estimated
8 by Sonoda
et al. [59] for their, probably n-type, Ga0.91Mn0.09N sample. Similarly, Dhar et
al. [98] found ferromagnetism in 13.7%9 Mn-doped GaN up to ∼750 K, but see an
antiferromagnetic behavior in a homogeneous 7.6% Mn-doped GaN sample, ascribed
to a Mn-Mn interaction in the insulating GaMnN sample.
6Sample with 7% Mn fraction, measured by Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) depth profiling,
and a homogeneous incorporation of Mn, relying on XRD measurements.
7For samples investigated by Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) with Mn
content 3-9% (measured by AES). No Mn related clusters were found by XRD or XTEM.
8The temperature limit of the SQUID setup, used to measure the magnetization of the sample was
750 K.
9Measured by Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS).
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The huge range in TC of MBE grown GaMnN can possibly be traced back to the
presence of nano scale Mn-clusters inside some of the GaN samples. There is however
a controversy to this matter, namely while Dhar et al. ascribe the ferromagnetic
behavior at the highest temperatures to the formation of miniscule Mn-rich clusters
formed during the MBE growth that are too small to be detected in X-ray Diffraction
(XRD), Sonoda et al. deny the existence of Mn clusters relying on XRD [59],
Rutherford Back Scattering (RBS) and Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure
(EXAFS) [99] measurements. While Dhar et al. mention that MnGa phases can
reach Curie temperatures greater than 600◦ (TC = 748 K reported for Mn66.7Ga33.3
[100]) and that the nitride compound Mn4N is ferrimagnetic [101] up to TC = 738 K
[102], the Sonoda collaboration claims that the high TC value of 940 K cannot
be explained by such clusters. To further investigate and clarify the facts in this
discussion Ando et al. [103] investigated one of Sonoda et al.’s samples, namely
sample B of ref. [59]10 with 6.8% Mn content, which also showed ferromagnetism at
a temperature higher than room temperature [103], by Magnetic Circular Dichroism
(MCD). The sample only showed a paramagnetic behavior and it is concluded, that
the observed ferromagnetic behavior must be assigned to an unidentified material,
also in the film, but undetectable by XRD. The discussion clearly shows the need
for a big diversity of experimental methods to tackle the intricate question of what
is going on in these materials.
Common to all the above mentioned reports is a discussion about Mn clusters giving
rise to the high Curie temperatures. Almost all groups state that such second-
phase inclusions could not be found by XRD or sometimes even by TEM. However,
as stated in [98], [103], [104] and [51] the size of Mn clusters can be too small
to be detected by these methods. Further, the magnetic characterization of the
samples was mainly performed by SQUID, the Vibrating Sample Magnetometer
(VSM) or using the Anomalous Hall Effect (AHE). These are all methods probing
the total magnetization in the sample, as opposed to element specific methods, where
clustering effects can be differentiated.
Groups using other production methods for Mn-doped GaN find Curie temperatures
of 250 K [105] and 300 K [106]11 for ion implanted samples and 228-370 K [107]
for MOCVD grown GaN samples with post growth doping by solid state diffusion
from a Mn source. It is stated in these reports (e.g. [107]) that the magnetic be-
havior depends strongly on the growth conditions, post-growth procedures and, as
can be seen by the spread of experimental data, they also depend on the fabrication
method. Especially the effect of post-growth annealing at different temperatures
influences the magnetic properties of the sample severely and raises the question of
Mn clustering again as can be seen in the example of Baik et al. [104] who found
10Unfortunately this is not sample A (9% Mn), which showed the high Curie temperature of 940 K.
11In this case Mn ions were implanted in p-type cubic GaN.
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ferromagnetic behavior in their Mn implanted GaN samples only after annealing at
800◦C. By the use of Synchrotron Radiation Photoemission Spectroscopy (SRPES)
the magnetic behavior was attributed to the formation of Ga-Mn bonds, probably
a Mn3Ga phase, which could not even be observed in Synchrotron XRD. By equiv-
alent means they found annealing at 900◦C to reduce the magnetic behavior due
to the formation of Mn-N compounds, such as Mn3N2 and Mn6N2.58, which couple
antiferromagnetically [102], hence reducing the magnetic moment.
It has been proposed that ferromagnetic properties can be influenced by the forma-
tion of vacancy or vacancy complex defects [76, 77] that are altered during annealing.
The existence of such complex defects has experimentally been verified in a positron
annihilation study of vacancy type defects in Mn-doped GaN grown by MOCVD
[108] where a new kind of defect, identified as a VN-MnGa complex, was found. At
this stage, it is however unclear to what extent these defects play a role in the
ferromagnetic behavior of Mn-doped GaN. The question about defect related ferro-
magnetism is also treated e.g. in ZnO based DMS [109]. In this work, however, we
shall stay with the nitrides and discuss this issue in Gd- and Cu-doped GaN in the
following two sections.
Many questions concerning the mechanisms and microscopic origins of ferromag-
netism in these new material systems continue to drive research further and have
led to different methods of investigation and the development of new ideas for an
explanation of the experimental data as also the next example of Gd-doped GaN
will show.
2.3.2 Gd-doped GaN
As investigations dig deeper into the understanding of the values for the differing
Curie temperatures, the understanding of mechanisms for ferromagnetism in these
systems is continuously improved. To illustrate this, the case of Gd-doped GaN
shall be briefly sketched in the following.
In 2005 Dhar et al. [69] reported an enormous magnetic moment of up to 4000 µB
per Gd atom in Gd-doped GaN samples grown by reactive molecular beam epi-
taxy (RMBE). The magnetic investigation of the samples in this work was done by
SQUID for temperatures up to 360 K where all samples still showed a magnetic
hysteresis curve, meaning that the Curie temperature lies above the maximum mea-
sured value of 360 K. Possible clusters like GdN or Gd could only account for TC
values up to 60 K [110] and 293 K [111], respectively. This material system was then
investigated by an element specific investigation method, namely X-ray Magnetic
Circular Dichroism (XMCD) [112], by Ney et al. [113] to probe the ferromagnetism
in Gd-doped GaN. They found only a very weak magnetic polarization of Gd atoms,
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which could not explain the huge magnetic moment reported earlier. Further, they
identified very small Gd clusters already in a 0.05% Gd-doped GaN sample, which
could give rise to the detected XMCD signal. However, this cannot account for the
observed magnetic data above 360 K by SQUID. Hence, it was stated that there
must be other mechanisms involved in leading to the ferromagnetic behavior. In-
deed, the notion that defects could play an important role in the mechanism of
ferromagnetism in this material was expressed by Dhar et al. in the conclusion of
another study [78] where they found that the effective magnetic moment per Gd
ions was increased by an order of magnitude when Gd ions were implanted into
GaN rather than incorporated during epitaxial growth. Since implantation meth-
ods increase the density of defects in a crystal, the measured drastic increase of
magnetic moment per TM atom, in the as-implanted samples, was assumed to be
defect related.
This kind of uncertainty of where the ferromagnetism really comes from has led to
a somewhat skeptical view on the reports of new DMS with room temperature fer-
romagnetism, and the call for more experimental evidence probing different aspects
of the magnetic interactions inside the material has risen to clarify the origin of the
ferromagnetic behavior.
Here we find a somewhat similar situation as in the case of Mn-doped GaN, where
some component of the material, other than the simple interaction of the substitu-
tional doped magnetic ions, is needed for the explanation of the magnetic data. One
could slightly be reminded of the search for dark matter in the universe, of which
we can see the effects and consequences, but when asking what dark matter is, we
only have unconfirmed theories or can experimentally exclude some of them, but a
clear experimental indication of what it actually is, is still missing.
In the following final part of this chapter concerned with Cu-doped GaN, further
possibilities of ferromagnetic behavior in nitrides will be described. It will be possible
to exclude one major source of confusion and difficulty, namely the formation of
magnetic clusters due to the dopant, which is already one of the main motivations
for using Cu-doping in DMS.
2.3.3 Cu-doped GaN
Cu is not a magnetic element and may at first not seem to fulfill the DMS criteria,
however, when implanted on Ga substitutional sites in GaN it becomes a magnetic
impurity owing to its Cu 2+ state. It has hence been considered as a dopant for GaN
DMS. Investigations are simplified because of the lack of disturbances in the forma-
tion of magnetic clusters. Neither Cu-Cu clusters, nor Cu-Ga or Cu-N compounds
have been seen to exhibit ferromagnetism, providing a very promising approach for
answering the question of the origin of ferromagnetism in DMS materials.
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Figure 2.6: GaN supercell with 72 atoms used in the calculations of Rosa et al.
[114] for 5.6% Cu concentration. Positions 1 and 2 of the Cu atoms
indicate the ”close” and positions 1 and 3 the ”far” configuration of Cu
incorporation. The schematic is taken from [114].
First interest in Cu-doped GaN as a DMS was initiated by a theoretical study of
Wu et al. [17], where first principles Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations
showed 100% spin polarization of the conduction carriers and an expected Curie
temperature of 350 K. These properties were seen to be the result of strong p-d
hybridization between the Cu 3d and the N 2p states, leading to a spin polarization
of the N anions, themselves coupling to other dopants and hence providing for an
indirect magnetic coupling among the dopants.
One year later, Rosa and Ahuja [114] revealed in DFT calculations, that Cu-doped
GaN does not show robust ferromagnetism and is therefore not suitable as a spin-
aligner in spintronic applications. These, at first sight, rather contradicting theo-
retical results demonstrated the need for experimental data on Cu-doped GaN. In
fact, the predictions of [17] and [114] do not contradict each other. Rosa and Ahuja
explain that Wu et al.’s results are reproduced in good agreement when choosing a
larger separation between two Cu atoms in the GaN supercell (”far” configuration),
but the energetically more favorable ”close” configuration of two Cu atoms in GaN
lead to a significant decrease of the magnetic moments on both the Cu and the N
atoms. Fig. 2.6 illustrates the meaning of ”far” and ”close” configuration. Further,
it is stated that the influence of defects in the crystal (which was not investigated)
could contribute to an enhancement or reduction of the magnetic moments.
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Another report, using ab-initio calculations based on DFT, on Cu-doped GaN, sup-
porting the thesis of a strong p-d hybridization in more detail as a consequence of
the crystal field splitting, which a Cu ion experiences in the tetrahedral environment
of GaN was published by Lee et al. [115]. The authors evaluate the prospects of
GaN:Cu and GaN:Mn as suitable DMS for spintronic purposes and conclude that,
because of a more delocalized character of the carriers in Cu-doped GaN resulting
essentially from the smaller difference of electronegativities between Cu and N as
compared to Mn and N, there is a long range valence band splitting leading to a
long range magnetic interaction between the dopants in GaN:Cu, while the valence
band splitting in GaN:Mn and its magnetic moment is rather concentrated at the
transition element. These findings lead the authors to the statement that GaN:Cu
fulfills the criteria of a successful DMS material and is even more promising than
GaN:Mn.
Indeed, above room temperature, ferromagnetism was found in numerous investi-
gations [18–20, 80, 116, 117] of GaN:Cu. As an example, Figure 2.7 shows the
persistence of a measured magnetic moment up to 400 K, i.e. well above room tem-
perature, in a sample grown by plasma assisted molecular beam epitaxy. The first
experimental evidence for ferromagnetism in Cu-doped GaN, however, came from
a study where Cu was implanted into a GaN bulk crystal [116]. After annealing,
the samples showed room temperature ferromagnetism. However, no ferromagnetic
behavior was observed in samples which were not annealed or annealed at a too high
temperature (leading to clustering of Cu). The study does not explain the origin
of the observed ferromagnetism, but states that, since annealing affects the damage
recovery after implantation, damage in the samples or secondary phases (Cu clus-
ters) do not contribute to the observed ferromagnetism at room temperature. It is
interesting to note, that in the case of GaMnN and GaGdN clustering of the dopants
forms magnetic impurities, leading to an ambiguous origin of the magnetic signals,
the clustering of Cu ions, on the other hand, seems to diminish the ferromagnetic
behavior of the samples.
Shortly after this report, Seong et al. [18] published a paper on room temperature
ferromagnetism observed in Cu-doped GaN nanowires. The authors explain that
their nanowires are defect free and defects can hence not be the origin of the magnetic
behavior. Further they state that Cu atoms take part in the wurtzite GaN lattice,
suggesting a substitutional site occupation of Cu atoms. With XMCD measurements
at the L-edge of Cu a magnetic moment could be measured at the Cu ions, proving
the participating role of Cu to the observation of ferromagnetism in the nanowires.
Up to this point the situation seemed to be very encouraging. Experimental re-
sults were consistent, room temperature ferromagnetism had been established and
no disturbing effects from clusters could be observed. However, the sound world
of explaining ferromagnetic behavior in Cu-doped GaN was found to be more com-
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Figure 2.7: SQUID measurements of the magnetization as a function of temperature
of a Cu-doped GaN sample, showing ferromagnetic behavior well above
room temperature. Graph taken form [117].
plicated and discussions about the magnetic origin arose, e.g. by Yang et al. [19]
claiming that the origin of ferromagnetism in these systems could not be explained
by the p-d hybridization of Cu and N atoms [17], due to the low dopant and car-
rier concentrations present in their samples, which could therefore not account for
the long range interaction necessary for the ferromagnetic behavior. Yang et al.
had seen Ga vacancy related signals in their PL spectra and instead argue, that
the observed magnetic moments are probably a result of defect related structures,
such as Ga vacancies (VGa) or Cu-N vacancy (CuGa - VN) complexes, which could
provide for the long range ferromagnetic interaction [76] and have even been pro-
posed to solely account for ferromagnetic behavior in undoped GaN [77]. These
arguments were supported by the findings of Madhu et al. [118] who communicated
in an article that undoped GaN nanoparticles exhibit room temperature ferromag-
netism. The authors ascribe the ferromagnetic behavior of the pure GaN particles
to defects at the surface, stating that ferromagnetism and defect density decrease
when particle sizes increase. It is argued that the formation energy of Ga vacancies
may be dramatically different for nano size particles than for bulk GaN and hence
ferromagnetism has not yet been observed in undoped bulk GaN.
Like in theoretical studies, seeming contradictions have risen in the experimental
findings. Some studies exclude defect related ferromagnetism while others strongly
point towards it. Although the understanding of the actual mechanisms at work is
still incomplete, the nature of a possible answer to the questions is already sketched.
While not going into details about ZnO, but just acknowledging the similarities (e.g.
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crystal structure, band gap) to GaN, studies on ZnO based DMS hint strongly to
the presence of a multitude of mechanisms and origins of ferromagnetism in DMS
[75, 109].
Other studies of Cu-doped GaN by Sun et al. [80, 119, 120] investigating Cu im-
plantation in non-polar A-plane GaN grown on R-plane sapphire with subsequent
annealing found ferromagnetic behavior up to a temperature of 380 K [120]. They
studied the influence of the implantation dose and annealing of the samples and
point out that Cu mostly occupies interstitial sites in as-implanted samples but
changes to Ga substitutional sites after annealing. In addition, the defects in the
lattice are influenced by the annealing step; the common assumption is a damage
recovery. Because no ferromagnetic behavior was found in any of the as-grown or
as-implanted samples in these studies [120] nor has there been any report about
undoped bulk GaN being ferromagnetic, it is concluded that only defects cannot be
responsible for the observed magnetism. However, the authors also claim the same
argument as Yang et al. [19], namely that the doping concentration in the samples is
too low to explain the ferromagnetism by the p-d hybridization model [17] and hence
plead for an explanation where Cu-defect interaction or defect mediated interaction
between the Cu ions should be considered.
An interesting aspect of the work of Sun et al. [120], which strongly relates to the
topic of this thesis, is the comparison of the magnetic behavior of Cu implanted
non-polar A-plane GaN to polar C -plane GaN, finding that the non-polar sample
yields a four times higher saturation and remanent magnetization than the polar
one. This is speculatively attributed to the observation of a higher substitution
incorporation efficiency of Cu in the non-polar GaN sample.
Recently, an investigation of vacancy type defects in Cu-doped GaN [121] gave in-
sights to the annealing effects in the material. Samples were produced by in-diffusion
of Cu from the surface into a bulk GaN wafer at 873 K and were expected to be
oversaturated with Cu when quenched to room temperature after 96 h. A series of
samples, produced in this way, was annealed at different temperatures up to 850 K
and investigated by vacancy type defect sensitive positron annihilation experiments.
The researchers found, that vacancy-type defects are clearly introduced into the lat-
tice when annealing up to a temperature of 550 K, while at higher temperatures the
results indicate two possibilities, namely a healing of the defects or an enlargement
of the vacancies into large vacancy clusters. The observed effects were related to the
out-diffusion of Cu from the samples.
In order to get to the bottom of the questions on this topic it is of great importance to
clarify the most basic properties of the samples involved. One of these fundamental
properties is the question of how and where Cu atoms are incorporated in the host
GaN matrix. This shall be discussed in detail on a series of MBE grown GaN:Cu
samples in chapter 5.
3 Properties and fabrication of GaN
To investigate GaN as a prospective DMS material it is important to first get an
understanding of the GaN host material and its related benefits and issues. The
following chapter gives an overview of key properties and parameters of GaN rele-
vant for the present study, as well as an introduction into its fabrication process and
the related difficulties. Starting with the most basic characteristics of GaN crystals
the focus will continue on the important internal electric fields in GaN in section
3.2, their consequences and how they can be circumvented. Moving on to the man-
ufacturing of GaN and some of its challenges (section 3.3), the important topic of
substrates for GaN epitaxy will also be discussed in section 3.3.1. Finalizing this
chapter will be a short description of the method of molecular beam epitaxy, the
material deposition method used in this work.
3.1 Basic parameters and crystal structure of GaN
There are two phases of GaN with different crystal structures. One of them is
the meta stable cubic zinc-blende phase. This work, however, concentrates on the
stable hexagonal wurtzite phase and all properties discussed in the following concern
GaN in this later crystal structure. The space group symmetry of wurtzitic GaN is
C46v−P63mc (#186) or using the Pearson symbol hP4. The unit cell consists of two
N and two Ga atoms; each of the atoms experiences a tetrahedral bond configuration
with four of the other atom species (see Fig. 3.1 (a)). For the description of hexagonal
symmetric crystals, four coordinates (a1, a2, a3 and c) are most conveniently used
and crystal planes are described by the Bravais-Miller indices consisting of four digits
(hkil), where h, k and l are the Miller-indices and −i = h + k. In Fig. 3.1 (b) the
most important planes are shown with their Bravais-Miller indices and the name for
the family of equivalent planes, e.g. M -plane for all {11̄00} planes.
There is a distinct difference between the two directions [0001] and [0001̄] of the
GaN C -plane. The crystal surface with direction [0001] is also termed Ga-polarity
or (+c) and constitutes the state where the three bonds of Ga to N building the
base of the tetragon are facing downward toward the substrate. The case is just
turned around for N-polarity or (-c), [0001̄], which is when the three bonds of the
N atoms face the substrate. Note, that it does not matter whether the top surface
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Figure 3.1: (a) Schematic of the GaN wurtzite crystal structure, from [122]. The
black solid lines outline the unit cell; the tetrahedral symmetry is in-
dicated by the grey pyramids and the lattice constants a and c are
also shown. (b) Hexagonal crystal structure of GaN showing the most
discussed planes and their labels.
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of the material is terminated by N or Ga atoms; rather the symmetry of bonds
in the crystal is changed. Effects of the different polarities, such as higher thermal
stability and higher incorporation rates of dopants, but a rougher and poorer quality
of films grown in N-polarity have been observed [123]. In current research, efforts
are undertaken to expand the smooth film growth regime to N-polarity in order to
exploit its benefits. This is also discussed in the context of p-type doping in section
3.3.
Due to the partly ionic bonding nature between N and Ga, the wurtzite structure of
GaN is polar in the c-direction [0001], i.e. it has a single polar axis perpendicular to
the C -plane (0001). Nitrogen exhibits a higher electronegativity than gallium and
thus causes a slight deviation of the GaN crystal structure from the ideal wurtzite
structure. The consequences of this fact is discussed in detail in the next section
(3.2).
The lattice constants and coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) are important
parameters to be considered for epitaxial growth of GaN. While a large lattice
mismatch between GaN and the substrate causes stress and strain into the film
or even may lead to a non-epitaxial deposition. A mismatch of the CTE may be
responsible for additional strain or induce cracking of the epitaxial film when cooling
down the sample from growth temperature to room temperature. Their values along
with other parameter information on GaN are given in Table 3.1.
GaN is optically very interesting due to its direct band gap of Eg=3.437 eV [131] at
room temperature (290 K) or Eg=3.503 eV [126] at low temperature (1.6 K). This
corresponds to a wavelength of λ=361.7 nm and 353.9 nm, respectively, which lies
in the near ultra violet region. Hence GaN belongs to the family of wide bad gap
semiconductors and is considered as a convenient material for blue and green LED
and laser diode (LD) applications.
3.2 Internal fields in GaN
One of the big issues in nitride semiconductors are the polarization effects that are
inherently present in their wurtzite structure and evoke the presence of electric fields
inside the semiconductor [132, 133]. The origin of the polarization of GaN can be
divided into two parts, namely the spontaneous- and the piezoelectric polarization.
While the piezoelectric polarization comes about due to strain and stress in the
crystal structure, especially at heterostructure interfaces, leading to a distortion of
the crystal symmetry and therefore yielding a net polarization, the spontaneous
polarization is always present and results from the natural deviation of the nitrides’
crystal structure from the perfect wurtzite symmetry. As a result wurtzite GaN
accommodates a polar axis running along the [0001] c-axis.
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Table 3.1: Properties of GaN at 300 K.
Parameter Value Reference
Space group P63mc
Lattice constants at (25◦C) [Å]
a 3.1890(3) [124]
c 5.1864(2)
linear thermal expansion coefficients
at high T≈ 600− 1000 K [1/K]
a 6.20± 0.4× 10−6 [125]
c 5.70± 0.5× 10−6
Band gap [eV]
at 1.6 K 3.503 [126]
at 290 K 3.437
Molar mass [g/mol] 83.7267 [5]
Density [g/cm3] 6.15 [127]
Melting point at 1 atm [K] 2550 calculated [128]
Debye temperature (T=12-1025 K) [K]
‖a 868± 20 [125]
‖c 898± 24
Electron affinity [eV] 4.1 [127]
Young’s modulus of elasticity [GaP] 210± 23 [129]
Elastic constants [GPa]






For device applications like an LED, it is necessary to build a heterostructure of
different materials on top of one another in MQW or QD structures. In such struc-
tures grown along the c-direction, i.e. parallel to the polar axis of the wurtzite
crystal, the polarization causes charges to build up at the interfaces, which give rise
to internal electric fields as indicated in Fig. 3.2 (a), and resulting in the so-called
Quantum Confined Stark Effect (QCSE). The effect of the internal electric field on
the electronic band structure causes the electronic bands in the semiconductor to
deviate from the flat band structure, which would be the case in absence of electric
fields. The electronic band bending in a GaN/InGaN/GaN structure, as can be
seen in Fig. 3.2 (b), causes the electrons and holes to spatially separate in the QW
or QD leading to a reduced wave function overlap and hence to a lower radiative
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Figure 3.2: (a) Schematic indication of the influence of electrical polarization in a
GaN/InGaN/GaN MQW structure grown on polar (0001) GaN. The
total polarization change of the individual layers leads to the accumu-
lation of charges at the interfaces, evoking internal electrostatic fields.
PSP and PPZ denote spontaneous and piezoelectric polarization, re-
spectively. σ1 and σ2 stand for the different stress at the interfaces.
(b) Calculated band profile for a 10-period (3 nm In0.15Ga0.85N)/(7 nm
GaN) MQW indicating the electron-hole wave functions. CB and VB
are the conduction band and valence band, respectively. Figure adapted
from [135].
transition probability. Owing to the prolonged radiative transition life time, non ra-
diative de-excitation channels gain more importance and the probability of carriers
captured by non radiative centers is increased. A further consequence of the band
distortion is a red shift in the transition energy compared to flat bands, as can easily
be deduced from graph 3.2 (b). The QCSE is also seen to depend on the quantum
well thickness where a reduction of the radiative transition probability and a red
shift with increasing QW thickness is observed [94, 95, 133, 134].
Ways to circumvent the effects of internal electric fields that are built up at het-
erostructure interfaces in nitrides have been proposed. One way is to make use of
the cubic zinc-blende structure of nitrides, where the polarization effects cancel out
due to the underlying crystal symmetry1. In this approach however GaN samples
of the thermodynamically less stable zinc-blende phase often show fractions with
1In zinc-blende structure four symmetry equivalent polar axis along the 〈111〉 directions cancel each
others’ polarization contributions.
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Figure 3.3: (a) Schematic indication of the influence of electrical polarization in
a GaN/InGaN/GaN MQW structure grown on non-polar (11̄00) GaN.
No internal electrostatic fields are present along the growth direction.
(b) Calculated band profile for a 10-period (3 nm In0.15Ga0.85N)/(7 nm
GaN) MQW indicating the electron-hole wavefunctions. CB and VB
are the conduction band and valence band, respectively. Figure adapted
from [135].
wurtzite symmetry [136, 137]. A different ansatz, which is the one that this thesis is
based on, is to grow wurtzite GaN in a direction deviating from the [0001] direction
also referred to as semi-polar or non-polar faces. Crystal directions perpendicular to
the c-axis, like the 〈11̄00〉 or 〈112̄0〉 directions, resulting in M - or A-plane GaN, re-
spectively, are termed non-polar, while any other inclinations of the crystal c-axis to
the substrate are called semi-polar. Semi-polar growth of GaN reduces the electric
fields in growth direction, whereas in non-polar structures, the intrinsic spontaneous
polarization of the crystal lies parallel to the film surface and no electric fields are
built up that distort the electronic band structure. Further, the piezoelectric po-
larization vanishes [138] for growth directions tilted 90◦ from the c-axis, resulting
in flat bands at the interfaces of QWs. This situation is depicted for an M -plane
GaN/InGaN/GaN structure in Fig. 3.3, equivalent to Fig. 3.2 for C -plane GaN.
Indeed, the effects of the QCSE could experimentally be observed when comparing
structures grown on polar and non-polar planes. In GaN/AlGaN MQW structures
grown on 6H-SiC (0001) and γ-LiAlO2 (100), resulting in GaN (0001) and GaN
(11̄00), respectively, Waltereit et al. [13, 139] demonstrated that the transition
energy was significantly blue shifted (by ∼ 120 meV) and that the radiative lifetime
is roughly ten times shorter for the non-polar sample. In another study Craven et
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al. [95] investigated the PL dependence on the quantum well width of non-polar
and polar GaN/AlGaN MQWs and saw a significant red shift with increasing well
width. Even though the non-polar sample showed a higher dislocation density,
it proved to yield enhanced recombination efficiency as compared to the C -plane
MQW structure. All these results are in very good agreement to what is expected
theoretically from the influence of the QCSE.
3.3 Fabrication of GaN
Gallium nitride has been under investigation for many years, but has gained specif-
ically large interest during the past 20 years mainly fueled by its commercial appli-
cation prospects [140]. It was synthesized for the first time in 1932 [141] by passing
ammonia over hot gallium and was referred to as ”gallic nitride”. The first chemical
vapor deposition on a hexagonal sapphire substrate, to produce a large epitaxial
layer of GaN was performed in 1969 by Maruska and Tietjen [81]. As the fabrica-
tion processes became more and more advanced the purity levels and crystal quality
increased. However, the density of defects was still much larger than in other com-
parable semiconductor compounds like ZnSe and not much hope was given to this
material. A major contribution to the success of GaN, showing the possibility of ef-
ficient GaN based LED devices, was made by Shuji Nakamura who developed bright
blue [142] and green light emitting diodes and presented the first blue semiconductor
laser based on GaN [140].
For the synthesis of GaN many deposition techniques have been applied, the most
frequent ones now being hydride vapor phase epitaxy (HVPE), metalorganic vapor
phase epitaxy (MOVPE), metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) and
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). The necessity of high N vapor pressures to assure
the stoichiometric ratio for GaN growth, because of the low solubility of N in Ga, for
a long time limited the quality and availability of bulk GaN. Clearly, the substrate
for an epitaxial process is of fundamental importance to the success of high quality
epitaxial layers (see section 3.3.1). The lack of bulk GaN substrates is therefore one
of the main reasons for the difficulties in obtaining high quality GaN material and
necessitated the use and investigation of alternative substrates for heteroepitaxial
growth of GaN. A number of substrates have been tried and have been evaluated
for growth of GaN (further details are given in section 3.3.1).
Note, that depending on the crystal orientation of GaN that is aimed to be grown;
only specific crystal planes of different materials can be considered for epitaxial
growth. The development of C -plane GaN has earlier roots than the non-polar
or semi-polar orientations of GaN, due to its simpler production possibility, rising
from the fact that C -plane GaN is the fastest growth direction and hence is the
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crystal phase easiest obtainable, but also impacted by the availability and quality
of hexagonal sapphire substrates for its growth.
Recently, triggered by the great demand, GaN templates and bulk substrates have
become commercially available2. However, the price of these substrates for homoepi-
taxy is still approximately 100 times higher than for a substrate for heteroepitaxy.
For example, a one sided epi-ready polished M -plane GaN substrate of 9× 13 mm
and thickness 350± 100 µm is sold for 2553e3, whereas a one sided epi-ready sub-
strate of 10× 10 mm and 0.5 mm thickness for M -plane GaN heteroepitaxy such as
(100) LiAlO2 costs 26.5e4.
Furthermore, larger wafer sizes (e.g. round 2 inch wafers) are only available for
C -plane GaN. The reason being that other oriented GaN substrates are cut from C -
plane oriented GaN and very thick GaN crystals are difficult to produce. Therefore,
heteroepitaxy of GaN is still widely used and investigated and will exclusively be
considered in this work.
Of course there are also other issues to be dealt with in the production of GaN,
especially looking toward device realization. This is for example p-type doping of
GaN, where Mg or Zn have been considered to provide acceptor levels. The in-
corporation of acceptor atoms is not the main obstacle, the difficulty arises from
the low hole concentration and the large resistivity in p-type material. One prob-
lem towards low-resistivity p-type doping using Mg is the acceptor-compensation of
holes by e.g. atomic hydrogen [144, 145]. This is especially critical if NH3 is used
in the growth of GaN as N supply (as is the case in e.g. MOCVD or ammonia-
MBE also called RMBE). The usage of plasma-assisted MBE, which was used in
the studies of this work, being a deposition method performed in an ultra high
vacuum environment, has the advantage of lowering this effect to a minimum. An-
other difficulty, however, is the large activation energies of the dopants in GaN
(the activation energies are even higher in AlN). The Mg related acceptor levels in
GaN lie at ∼ 125 meV−170 meV [146–151] above the valance band, whereas for
Zn the activation energy is even higher, being around 370 meV [152]. Still, there
are ideas and concepts to overcome these issues such as modulation doping [153] or
polarization-induced hole doping [154].
The idea of using N-polarity in C -plane GaN, as opposed to Ga-polarity, for a better
incorporation of dopants has raised interest to overcome certain problems. For ex-
ample, the above mentioned polarization-induced hole doping needs N-polarity GaN
2Examples of companies selling free standing bulk GaN are in Asia: Sumitomo, Nichia, Sony,
Hitachi-cable and Mitsubishi Chemical; in Europe: LumiLOG, TopGaN and Ammono; in the US
market mostly non- or semi-polar GaN is focused on by Kyma, Inlustra Technologies and Oxford
Instruments (TDI) [143].
3Price inquiry on the 18. April 2011 at Ammono.
4Price inquiry on the 3. May 2010 at Crystec.
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and the dissociation temperature is increased for N-polar InGaN [155]. However,
crystal quality of such layers is inferior to the Ga-polarity grown films [123], due to
a reduced adatom mobility on the N terminated face. Further, it has been shown
that impurities, i.e. also dopants, are incorporated in higher abundance in semi-
and non-polar films [120, 156].
While research is pushing limits on many frontiers, this work focuses on the task of
finding promising substrates for a defect poor growth of GaN with a smooth surface.
In the following section only the substrates used for non-polar GaN growth will be
discussed. The short review of substrates will be followed by a description of the
MBE process to grow GaN with special focus of the MBE machine used in this work.
3.3.1 Choice of substrate
For epitaxial growth processes the choice of a convenient and adequate substrate
is a crucial task. The substrate influences properties of the epitaxial film such as
defect densities, roughness of the film, ability of wetting, i.e. nucleation properties,
but is also important with respect to further processing of the grown material. This
means, that aspects such as conductivity, transparency or chemical, thermal and
mechanical stability have to be considered. Therefore, a thorough investigation of
the substrate is mandatory and a prerequisite to successful epitaxial growth of any
given material.
A very important aspect with regard to the possibility of epitaxial growth and a
desired low defect density of the grown film is a matching of the lattice constants and
the coefficients of thermal expansion between the film and the substrate. Generally
the lattice mismatch between the substrate and the growth material is considered
as the main indicator of the feasibility of epitaxial growth. As a rule of thumb a
low lattice mismatch should lead to little strain whereas a large lattice mismatch
increases the induced strain and hence preferentially leads to misfit dislocations
at the substrate - epitaxial layer interface. This in turn may lead to elongated
defects in the crystal and to poor crystal quality. Hereby a differentiation has to
be made between compressive and tensile strain. It has been stated that tensile
strain leads to a cracking of the crystal while compressive strain is more likely to
be relieved in crystal defects [5]. A cracking upon cooling of the sample from the
growth temperature to room temperature may also be induced by a large mismatch
of the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of the substrate and the epitaxial
layer.
The choice of a substrate is not merely dependent on its physical and chemical
properties but also, as has been mentioned above, relies on the attainability of such
material. Due to the high price and low abundance of GaN substrates for growth
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of non-polar GaN, a lot of effort is invested in search of an adequate substrate for
heteroepitaxy. Table 3.2 shows a compilation of selected substrates that have been
considered for the epitaxial growth of non-polar GaN.
While extensive studies of substrates for C -plane GaN growth exist [157], the search
for substrates for A- or M -plane GaN growth has only been triggered roughly 10
years ago by the publication of Waltereit et al. [139] where the authors experi-
mentally showed the beneficial effects of avoiding the QCSE (see section 3.2) using
M -plane GaN grown on γ-LiAlO2. In the following only substrates for the growth
of non-polar GaN shall be considered.
Non-native substrates usually lead to a considerable amount of extended defects,
such as threading dislocations, stacking faults or inversion domain boundaries in
the grown crystal. These defects produce scattering as well as non-radiative recom-
bination centers, usually in form of states inside the bad gap thereby lowering the
quantum efficiency. Evidently a reduction of defects is wanted and a lot of research
is aimed at exactly this point.
The biggest drawback of non-polar GaN is the still much larger defect densities,
compared to C -plane GaN [158]. Foremost the frequently occurring stacking faults,
lying in the C -plane, pose a prominent defect in the non-polar film orientation [158,
159]. Various substrates and techniques have been investigated to reduce the de-
fect density in the films, an important one being Epitaxial Lateral Over Growth
(ELOG)5. This technique, allowing a significant reduction of the threading disloca-
tion density from usually 108 − 1010cm−2 to levels of 106cm−2 [5], however requires
additional steps in the production process like patterning, making it more complex
and expensive. In this study the ELOG technique was not applied, we therefore
concentrate of the direct growth of GaN films.
Non-polar GaN growth has previously been attempted on substrates like R-plane
sapphire [160, 161], SiC [162, 163] and γ-LiAlO2 [164, 165]. Also GaN M -plane
substrates have been considered in a few studies [166, 167], despite the extremely
high cost and limited wafer sizes available. Some important aspects in the growth of
non-polar GaN are to obtain phase purity, flat surfaces and a reduction of the defect
density. Previous to this study non-polar GaN has not been reported on LGO. Due
to the low lattice mismatch of the non-polar GaN planes to the appropriate LGO
surfaces (see Table 3.2) low defect densities are expected. The investigation of MBE
growth of GaN on LGO will be discussed in chapter 4.













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3.3.2 Molecular beam epitaxy and the system used in this work
The samples used in this work were all grown by Plasma-Assisted Molecular Beam
Epitaxy (PAMBE). Hereby a generated flux of material (the molecular beam) is used
to deposit atoms or molecules to form an over layer (epitaxy) on a substrate in a
controlled fashion. When two or more fluxes of different materials are provided, they
can react at the substrate and form a compound. The material is usually supplied
through evaporation by heating a crucible in which the high purity material is placed.
Gaseous elements on the other hand need not be evaporated but can be let into the
growth chamber through a flow control unit. However, because the gaseous elements
form strong binding molecules, like O2 and N2, it is purposeful to activate them with
some energy, so they can more readily dissociate and take part in new compound
formation, having reached the surface of the substrate. In plasma-assisted MBE
this activation is done by creating a plasma of the desired gas inside a so-called
plasma cell. Here, the molecules are excited before they are released into the growth
chamber and directed at the substrate.
One of the requirements of a MBE process is the condition of an Ultra High Vacuum
(UHV). For one, this is necessary to provide for the long mean free path of material
from the material sources to the substrate and to minimize the incorporation of
other elements in the sample from the surrounding. The incorporation of such
defects is often referred to as unintentional doping. MBE is seen as a material
deposition technique of samples with low impurity levels and a good control over
composition and doping of the structure by simply blocking the material fluxes by
rapid shutter operation. Intrinsic properties of the MBE process compared with
other epitaxial methods like MOCVD or HVPE are the on average slower growth
rate and the possibility of growing at lower temperatures. A lower growth rate is
useful for producing very thin layers of material and allows for a precise control of
structures. Low temperatures are of value when growing crystals which are instable
at high temperatures, such as InAs and InN, when thermally driven diffusion of
atoms from or into the surrounding layers is undesired, or when using substrates
which are thermally unstable at high temperatures.
Because of the use of UHV conditions it is also possible to apply in-situ analysis
such as Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED) in MBE, which is
often stated as one of the big advantages over e.g. MOCVD. For RHEED, elec-
trons with an energy of approximately 20 keV are diffracted at the sample surface
under a small angle of incidence, e.g. 5◦. The diffraction pattern is displayed on a
fluorescent screen, where information of the crystal quality, growth mode and sur-
face reconstructions can be extracted [174]. While growth of e.g. GaAs is usually
conducted in As rich conditions, i.e. limited by the supply of Ga, nitride growth
needs slightly Ga rich conditions, meaning an excess of Ga, usually in form of about
two mono layers of liquid Ga floating on the sample surface [175], to produce flat
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Figure 3.4: Picture of the MBE machine used in this experimental study.
and smooth surfaces. This situation explains why RHEED oscillations cannot be
observed in nitride (as opposed to arsenide) growth for the determination of growth
rates. RHEED oscillations are intensity variations of the diffracted electron RHEED
beam as a function of the formation of new atomic layers on the sample surface.
Nevertheless, in nitride growth, RHEED diffraction patterns are of great help when
evaluating the surface roughness, the crystal direction and lattice constants and the
approximate Ga coverage of the sample.
Description of the MBE system used in this work The specific MBE chamber
used in this work is a RIBER Compact 21T MBE machine situated in the clean
room of the Center for Functional Nanostructures at the Karlsruhe Institute of
Technology. It is part of an MBE cluster of 2 systems connected by a tunnel; one
mainly dedicated to the growth of III-V arsenides, the other one assigned to the
growth of nitride semiconductors. The following description will only consider the
latter of the two systems. Fig. 3.4 shows a photograph of the MBE system used in
this study.
My work on this MBE machine started with building up the ”nitride” system. This
included installation of the components described below, like e.g. the effusion and
plasma cells, transfer rods, mass spectrometer, RHEED setup, loading chamber,
cryogenic vacuum pump and the electrical rack with all the surveillance and con-
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trol units like for instance the temperature and shutter controls for the cells and
substrate. After all necessary components had been attached to the system, the
required stable vacuum attained, the cells filled with material, the Proportional-
Integral-Derivative (PID) control values of the temperature controllers adjusted, the
MBE control software6 installed and a complete bake-out of the system performed,
the experimental setup was ready for first growth runs and commissioning experi-
ments were conducted. The well known substrate of γ-LiAlO2 for non-polar GaN
growth [13] was chosen for growth condition and parameter optimization, which will
be shortly sketched in chapter 4 before presenting the results on the new substrate
LiGaO2. Before reverting to the actual growth of nitrides, in the following last part
of this chapter, the MBE system dedicated to III-nitride growth will be described.
The main body of the MBE machine consists of three chambers: a loading cham-
ber, a growth chamber and a transfer chamber to avoid direct contact between the
loading chamber (often subject to air exposure) and the growth chamber. The three
chambers are connected via vacuum tight shutters.
The loading chamber represents the system’s connection to the surrounding environ-
ment. It is subject to frequent exposure to air when samples are taken out or new
substrates are introduced into the vacuum. When opening the loading chamber,
the cavity is constantly flooded with pure nitrogen to lessen contamination from
air. The chamber is pumped by a turbo molecular pump connected to a scroll fore
pump. The pressure is measured by a compact full range pressure gauge, consisting
of a Pirani and cold cathode ionization gauge. This chamber is also used as a first
desiccation and outgasing station for newly introduced material. For this purpose 2
baking lamps are installed and controlled via a PID controller, connected to a ther-
mocouple in the vacuum and a power supply, for smooth temperature control inside
the chamber. The pressure generally reaches approx. 109 mbar after the outgasing
step (usually performed at 130 ◦C for 60 min).
The transfer chamber is pumped by a Ti ion getter and Ti sublimation pump leading
to a pressure of about 1011 mbar, as measured by an ionization pressure gauge. Two
transfer rods magnetically and almost frictionless supported are attached to this
chamber, to provide for the horizontal and vertical manipulation of the samples
from one chamber to the next. For the transport of samples, only one shutter at a
time is opened to avoid direct contact between the loading and growth volumes.
The growth chamber is pumped by basically four vacuum pumps including a Ti ion
getter pump, a Ti sublimation pump, a He cryogenic pump operating between 12 K
and 14 K and a liquid nitrogen cryopanel surrounding the entire epitaxy volume.
A constant cooling of the cryopanel shield is assured by a liquid nitrogen (LN2)
bath located above the chamber, supplying the MBE machine constantly with LN2
6Customized written program by Dr. Daniel Schaadt.
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via vacuum isolated pipes. The average background pressure in the growth cham-
ber, measured by an ionization gauge of the Bayard-Alpert type, is approximately
10−10 mbar. A mass spectrometer (Pfeiffer Vacuum Prisma 80, QMS 200) is inserted
in the chamber for vacuum analysis and leakage detection. In-situ growth analysis is
performed by RHEED measurements using the electron gun and fluorescent screen
installed in the system. A camera is installed in front of the RHEED screen to view
and document diffraction patterns of samples.
The sources attached to the MBE system contain In, Al, Ga, Cu, Si, N2 and Mg
or Zn. Their spatial order in the chamber can be seen in the schematic drawing
in Fig. 3.5. The solid sources are placed in PBN crucibles mounted in standard
effusion cells equipped with thermocouple elements. For temperature monitoring
and control the cells are connected to PID controllers (Eurotherm 2408) which in
turn give the appropriate signals to the power supplies of each cell. Each of these
cells is equipped by its own shutter to block the molecular beam from the cell. The
N2 supply is managed via a gas flow control unit positioned in front of a water
cooled Oxford HD25 RF radio frequency plasma source. Deflection plates operating
at a voltage of 600 V are fixed at the output of the plasma cell to divert highly
energetic ions generated in the plasma. This is done to prevent the energetic ions
from reaching the sample surface thereby risking damaging it.
Substrate sizes of up to 2 inch circular wafers can be processed in this MBE system.
The substrate is placed on a Molybdenum holder which, when introduced to the
growth chamber is placed in a substrate manipulator with the sample surface ori-
ented downward. The substrate manipulator can be continuously rotated to provide
for a uniform deposition of the material and heated up to a maximum temperature
of 1000 ◦C; the heating is also managed via a PID controller. In order to simul-
taneously cut off or start a growth process involving several sources, a shutter is
installed directly below the substrate manipulator.
A way to get an idea of the amount of material provided for sample growth is to
measure the Beam Equivalent Pressure (BEP) of the molecular or atomic beams
coming from the source. This measurement is done by an ionization gauge which is
placed just underneath the substrate shutter by a manipulator arm when measuring.
During growth, this gauge is retracted to a position inside one of the flanges. The
pressure indicated by the gauge is a measure for the amount of provided flux of
the specific material. It can be used to reproduce growth conditions more reliably.
Another measure for the reestablishment of earlier growth conditions is the cell
temperature. However, depending on the material content of the cell, the flux may
vary at a constant cell temperature.
Electronic units in the system are connected to a computer for supervision and
control of the growth parameters, such as pressure monitoring, vacuum analysis,
camera for the RHEED observation and temperature and shutter control of the
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Figure 3.5: Schematic of the arrangement inside the growth chamber of the MBE
used in this work. For reasons of clarity, the vacuum pumps, BEP
pressure gauge, mass spectrometer as well as the flanges and windows
were omitted.
cells and the substrate heater. The system is attached to an emergency power grid
backed up with a number of uninterruptible power supply (UPS) units.
4 Non-polar GaN films
Non-polar GaN is used as a description referring to the absence of electric fields
running along the growth direction of the material. This directs a way to avoid the
Quantum Confined Stark Effect and all its associated constraints, as described in
section 3.2. The current chapter is dedicated to the investigation of the growth of
non-polar GaN films on different substrates and substrate orientations by plasma-
assisted molecular beam epitaxy. These are (100) γ-LiAlO2, (100)β-LiGaO2 and
(010)β-LiGaO2. In the first part of this chapter (sec. 4.1), in order to commission
the newly built MBE system, the results of growth on γ-LiAlO2 , a substrate known
to yield M -plane GaN [176], are displayed. Subsequently, GaN growth and growth
results on the new substrate β-LiGaO2 are presented (sec. 4.2).
4.1 Growth of M-plane GaN on (100) γ-LiAlO2
To find appropriate growth conditions and parameters for GaN growth, M -plane
GaN was grown on (100) γ-LiAlO2 (LAO) in the newly installed MBE system. The
aim was to obtain flat surface morphology of GaN layers with good crystal quality.
A short characterization of the substrate in the next section (4.1.1) will be followed
by the description of growth parameter optimization (section 4.1.2).
4.1.1 Properties of the substrate γ-LiAlO2
Interestingly, the first study of GaN growth on (100) LAO resulted in polar C -
plane GaN films [177]. Later, however, it was shown that, if the growth parameters
were tuned, M -plane GaN films could be grown on (100) LAO [164, 176, 178–180].
The crystal structure of LAO was determined to be P41212 with lattice constants
a = 5.1687 and c = 6.2679 [169]. The LAO crystal is completely transparent in the
wavelength range between 200 nm and 4 µm, its melting point is around 1700 ◦C
and it can be grown by the Czochralski technique [170], i.e. large crystals can be
pulled out of a melt using a seed crystal [181]. Despite its relatively high melting
point the crystal has been reported to decompose already at temperatures above
900 ◦C [182]. The fact that LAO is etched by a number of acids [183] has been
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Figure 4.1: Ball and stick model of the (100) LiAlO2 substrate surface. The shaded
areas indicate possible nucleation sites for C - and M -plane GaN. From
[135].
used to obtain a free standing GaN substrate by GaN growth on (100) LAO and
subsequent removal of the LAO by etching [166]. The (100) face of LAO exhibits a
certain polarity, i.e. two different qualities of GaN have been found to grow on this
substrate [164]. This is discussed in detail in [135, 164].
The lattice match of GaN and LAO make both C - and M -plane GaN growth possible
on (100) LAO (see Table 3.2) as illustrated in Fig. 4.1 where the (100) LAO surface
and possible sites for C - and M -plane GaN growth are depicted schematically. The
simultaneous growth of M - and C -plane GaN on (100) LAO has also been observed
in the present study and poses an issue when aiming at high purity of a single GaN
phase [184–186].
4.1.2 Growth parameter optimization for M-plane GaN growth
on (100) γ-LiAlO2
For epitaxial growth of nitrides there are a manifold of growth conditions that in-
fluence the crystal quality of the epitaxial layer. Some examples are the substrate
temperature, the provided metal to nitrogen ratio, the growth time, the nitrogen
plasma power, the substrate morphology, pre-growth treatment of the substrate, like
annealing, nitridation1 and wet-chemical cleaning or etching.
1Nitridation is a term used to describe the exposure of the substrate to activated nitrogen at elevated
temperatures. This procedure is widely used for nitride growth on sapphire substrates [187, 188].
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In the following, the tuning of one of these parameters, namely the influence of
the substrate temperature, will be exemplified. Thereafter, some samples grown at
optimized growth conditions will be presented.
Prior to growth, the LAO substrates were typically cleaned by subsequently dipping
the substrates into Trichloroethylene (TCE), Acetone and Methanol for one minute
and rinsed for ten seconds with deionized water. Thereafter they were blow dried
with nitrogen, attached to a Si wafer with indium, placed into a molybdenum holder
and introduced into the MBE machine. The Si wafer’s function is to enhance the
heat absorption of the substrate heater during growth; Indium is used to provide
for a homogeneous temperature coupling. Once injected into the MBE system, the
substrates were outgased at 130 ◦C for 60 min and then transferred into the growth
chamber.
Influence of the substrate growth temperature To see the impact of the sub-
strate temperature on the surface morphology of the GaN layers, the substrate
temperature was tuned from 600 ◦C to 800 ◦C, thereby leaving all other parame-
ters constant. All temperature values given for the substrate temperature in this
work correspond to the thermocouple reading of the thermoelement attached to the
substrate heater. The actual temperature of the sample is therefore lower by ap-
proximately 30 ◦C to 50 ◦C 2. Fig. 4.3 displays a series of samples which were grown
with a constant N2 flux of 0.3 sccm at a plasma forward power of 450 W and a
gallium cell temperature of 930 ◦C3 for 20 min. After growth, the samples were left
at 900 ◦C for 5 min to evaporate remnant Ga from the surface.
As can be seen on the Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images in Fig. 4.3, a
mixture of columnar hexagonal C -plane crystals and M -plane islands are visible at
a low substrate temperature whereas the surface morphology develops into a higher
purity M -plane film around temperatures between 625 ◦C and 700 ◦C. This devel-
opment of morphology change probably results from a higher surface mobility and
longer mean free length of path of adatoms on the sample, before getting incorpo-
rated into the film at higher temperatures, hence leading to a more uniform material
distribution. At high temperatures (Fig. 4.3 (d) and (e)) however, other effects come
to play. This can be a faster evaporation rate of atoms from the sample surface lead-
ing to a changed Ga/N ratio, resulting in a change of the growth conditions from
2An internal calibration can be attained by observing the 7×7 surface reconstruction in RHEED
patterns of a (111) Si substrate, which appears around 1100± 15 K [189], i.e. at ∼827 ◦C.
3The Ga cell has two filaments for heating the Ga filled crucible, which can be controlled separately,
one at the base of the cell (body) and one closer to the crucible exit (tip). In this study the
temperature difference between body and tip was always 50 ◦C. In this thesis only the higher tip
temperature value will be given.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic illustration of the main RHEED azimuths that can be seen
in M - and C -plane GaN. RHEED measurements are sensitive to the re-
ciprocal value of the lattice spacing perpendicular to the electron beam
direction.
gallium to nitrogen rich. At a substrate temperature TSub = 750
◦C M -plane is-
lands appear again surrounded with C -plane oriented GaN. The high amount of
C -plane GaN grown at substrate temperatures can be seen in the RHEED pictures,
which show the typical two [11̄00] and [112̄0] azimuths observed on C -plane GaN.
To illustrate the RHEED observations, Fig. 4.2 shows the main azimuths that can
be seen on M - and C -plane GaN schematically. The spacing of the streaks on the
RHEED screen is proportional to the reciprocal value of the lattice constants of the
crystal perpendicular to the RHEED beam direction. Note that the [112̄0] azimuth
corresponds to different distances, depending on the crystal growth direction. The
M -plane GaN vanishes completely at TSub = 800
◦C and the RHEED pattern shows
clear and bright diffraction off a C -plane GaN surface.
The lower SEM pictures in Fig. 4.3 (b) and (c) show an admixture of the C -plane
orientation in form of small hexagonal crystal shapes, which preferentially nucleate
at cracks or inhomogeneties in the film. By fine tuning the growth parameters it is
aimed to completely get rid of these C -plane inclusions. Indeed, none of such C -
plane crystallites can be seen in the samples shown in Fig. 4.3 (d) and (e). Moreover,
the M -plane layers in Fig. 4.3 (b), (c) and (e) show cracks in the layer surface,
which are possibly due to the suboptimal Ga/N ratio at this substrate temperature
and the short growth time used in this sample series4. The rough circular areas
that can be seen throughout the SEM images of Fig. 4.3 are so-called footprints
4Film quality has been observed to be influenced by the GaN layer thickness [165], i.e. the growth
time.
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Table 4.1: Table of rms roughness determined by AFM for M -plane GaN sam-
ples (seen in Fig. 4.3 (b)-(e)) grown on γ-LiAlO2 at different sub-





rms for an area
of 10× 10 µm2 [nm]
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of Ga droplets present on the sample surface during growth. A reduction of these
features is wanted, however, somewhat difficult to achieve. However, the roughness
is significantly improved in the case of TSub = 675
◦C (Fig. 4.3 (d)) compared to
the samples grown at other temperatures. This is also reflected in the root mean
square (rms) roughness values obtained by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) for an


















































































































































































































GaN samples grown on (100) γ-LiAlO2 using optimized growth conditions By
tuning the various growth parameters smooth M - and C -plane GaN samples were
grown on (100) LAO. The results can be seen in Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5. A narrow
rocking curve full width at half maximum (FWHM) states a high crystal quality
with a narrow distribution of tilt to the main crystal orientation. Streaky RHEED
patterns are an indication of a flat surface and can be seen in both the M - and
C -plane GaN films.
The M -plane GaN sample of Fig. 4.4 was grown at a substrate temperature of 725 ◦C
for 120 min, resulting in a thickness of roughly 200 nm (measured by SEM). The Ga
cell temperature was TGa = 931
◦C and the nitrogen plasma cell operated at 450 W
with a nitrogen flux of 0.3 sccm resulting in a BEP Ga/N ratio of approx. 5.7.
The typical slate like morphology of the M -plane orientation is shown in the SEM
image of Fig. 4.4. The surface is essentially closed and shows no cracks or C -plane
inclusions. In the lower magnification SEM image, on the left side, Ga droplets
are visible on the surface. Two RHEED azimuths at the top of Fig. 4.4 display the
reciprocal lattice spacing of the aGa (left) and cGa (right). From the streakiness of the
patterns a flat surface is expected; the [0001] azimuth, however, shows discontinuities
in the streaks, which points toward a three dimensional modulation of the surface,
i.e. the presence of droplets.
X-ray diffraction (XRD) performed on the sample confirms the high M -plane phase
purity of the sample as the ω−2θ scan (left side in Fig. 4.4) only displays the presence
of the (11̄00) GaN and (200) LAO oriented planes at ω = 16.14◦ and ω = 17.34◦,
respectively, and no indication of the (0002) GaN reflection usually found near ω =
17.28◦ can be seen. The right XRD scan in Fig. 4.4 depicts a rocking curve scan
across the (11̄00) GaN reflection and reveals a FWHM of about 817 arcsec, which
is a good value; comparable to or smaller than results reported in literature for
M -plane GaN growth on LAO [139, 164, 165, 190–192].
RHEED, SEM and XRD data of a C -plane GaN sample is depicted in Fig. 4.5. By
growing at a nominal substrate temperature of 725 ◦C for 60 min a 90 nm (measured
by SEM) thick GaN film was obtained. In this case the substrate was mounted onto
the Si wafer in a different way compared to the M -plane sample described above, so
that a better thermal coupling of the Si to the substrate and hence a higher substrate
temperature can be assumed. The other growth parameters were left unchanged, so
that TGa = 931
◦C, the nitrogen plasma cell was operated at 450 W with a nitrogen
flux of 0.3 sccm.
From the RHEED pictures, displayed at the top of Fig. 4.5, the dominant crystal
orientation can already be deduced, as the distances between the visible streaks
correspond to the reciprocal values of aGa for the [11̄00] and
√
3aGa for the [112̄0]
azimuth. The diffraction patterns are streaky and hence indicate a flat surface
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Figure 4.4: This figure displays RHEED, SEM and XRD results obtained for a
200 nm thick M -plane GaN film grown on (100) LAO. The top two
pictures display streaky electron diffraction patterns of the M -plane
GaN surface in two directions, [0001] and [112̄0], indicating a smooth
surface. The SEM images, taken at two different magnifications show
the typical M -plane surface modulation and the presence of Ga droplets
on the film. The lower two graphs, displaying XRD results, show the
high phase purity in the ω − 2θ scan (left) by a strong (11̄00) GaN
and no reflection of the (0002) GaN plane and a low FWHM value of
817 arcsec; a good value for M -plane GaN growth on (100) LAO.
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morphology. This observation can again be made in the SEM pictures in Fig. 4.5
where, in contrast to the M -plane film, hexagonally shaped crystallites can be seen in
areas where the GaN film is not fully coalesced. The size of the Ga droplets present
on the sample surface and visible in the lower magnified SEM image is smaller than
on the M -plane GaN, supporting the conclusion of a higher substrate temperature
in this case.
The x-ray diffraction measurements, depicted at the bottom of Fig. 4.5 clearly con-
firm the dominating C -plane orientation of the GaN film. Three peaks are visible
in the ω− 2θ scan which, from the left to the right, are identified to origin from the
(11̄00) GaN, (0002) GaN and (200) LAO planes. Although the existence of M -plane
GaN is proven in film by this measurement, it is only present to a very small fraction
as can be concluded from the intensity ratios of the attributed C -plane and M -plane
peaks, which is 4000/100, meaning an admixture of roughly 2.5% ofM -plane GaN
in the otherwise C -plane oriented film. The inset in the left XRD graph shows an
ω−2θ scan performed with a triple crystal analyzer to achieve a higher resolution at
the cost of a lower intensity. The scan shows the clearly separated double peak of the
(0002) GaN and (200) LAO planes at ω = 17.25◦ and ω = 17.34◦, respectively. The
right part of XRD data in Fig. 4.5 depicts the rocking curve of the (0002) GaN peak
taken in the triple crystal analyzer configuration and exhibits a FWHM of 1946 arc-
sec. This is a rather large value for C -plane GaN indicating fair crystalline quality
of the film. Using other growth methods, like MOVPE and HVPE, where much
thicker GaN films are grown (on the order of 200 µm), reported (0002) GaN FWHM
rocking curve values in literature are 2200 arcsec [193], 1400 arcsec [194], 1270 arcsec
[195] and with thorough growth optimization <400 arcsec [196]. However, C -plane
GaN growth on (100) LAO by MBE has only been reported once giving a FWHM
of the (0002) GaN reflection of 2700 arcsec [177] which is significantly higher than
the one shown in Fig. 4.5.
4.1.3 Summary of GaN grown on γ-LiAlO2
Observation of very high phase purity, a smooth surface and low FWHM values of
M -plane GaN films on LAO were accompanied by the presence of Ga droplets. If
evaporated or etched, these Ga droplets leave a rougher surface behind than the
adjacent film that was not covered by Ga. It was difficult to obtain high phase
purity, high crystal quality and a smooth surface without Ga droplets.
The results obtained for M -plane GaN on LAO are similar to previously reported
investigations. The surface morphology and FWHM values of the XRD rocking
curves are comparable to reports in literature.
For high quality GaN C -plane epitaxial layers grown heteroepitaxially, substrates
like for example (001) LiGaO2 and mainly hexagonal sapphire substrates are used.
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Figure 4.5: The RHEED, SEM and XRD results obtained for a 90 nm thick C -
plane GaN film grown on (100) LAO. The top two RHEED pictures
show streaky C -plane azimuths of GaN, indicating a smooth surface.
SEM images of two different magnifications show hexagonal C -plane
structures and the presence of Ga droplets on the film. The XRD
graphs in the lower part of the figure show the presence of both C - and
M -plane GaN in the sample. However, the M -plane fraction amounts
to only about 2.5%. The rocking curve of the (0002) GaN reflection,
shown in the lower right part, has a FWHM of 1946 arcsec.
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Rocking curve FWHM values of the (0002) GaN reflection on (001) LiGaO2 are re-
ported around 100-300 arcsec [193, 197], the best value being 41.7 arcsec [193], and
for GaN grown on sapphire below 100 arcsec, e.g. 51 arcsec in [198]. However,
C -plane GaN on (100) LAO has only been reported few times [177, 193, 195, 196]
and the crystal quality achieved in this study is close to the majority of the reported
ones and better than the GaN films also synthesized by MBE.
After the influences of a number of growth parameters on the behavior of GaN
growth in the newly commissioned MBE machine had been investigated and growth
of GaN had been established and understood on LAO, growth of GaN on the new
substrate LGO could proceed. This is described in detail in the next chapter.
4.2 Growth of non-polar GaN on β-LiGaO2
The process of sample preparation, growth and characterization of non-polar GaN
films on LGO is described in this section. It starts off with important proper-
ties of the substrate used in this study (sec. 4.2.1). Thereafter, a brief report on
the fabrication of the substrates (sec. 4.2.2) is given, followed by a description of
the growth procedures leading to non-polar GaN thin films on (100) LiGaO2 and
(010) LiGaO2 with a presentation of their characterization results in sections 4.2.3
and 4.2.4, respectively.
4.2.1 Properties of the substrate β-LiGaO2
Large wafer sizes of the LiGaO2 substrate can be achieved by the Czochralski growth
method [199]. The structure of LiGaO2 was determined as orthorhombic, space
group Pna21 (#33), with lattice parameters a = 5.402
◦
A, b = 6.372
◦
A, c = 5.007
◦
A
[171]. While the (001) face shows hexagonal atomic arrangement, the (100) and
(010) faces are atomically ordered in a rectangular fashion. Examination of the
possible epitaxial relationships of GaN on LGO leads to the conclusion that closely
lattice matched relations between LGO and GaN are found for M -plane GaN on
(100) LGO5, A-plane GaN on (010) LGO 6 and C -plane on (001) LGO7 [173, 200].
This makes LGO a unique substrate for growth of the three prominent GaN crystal
orientations [0001],[11̄00] and [112̄0], depending on the LGO surface orientation.
Because of the low lattice mismatch between LGO and GaN, this substrate received
attention and was investigated for the heteroepitaxy of GaN, as an alternative to
5lattice mismatch [010]LGO‖[112̄0]GaN: 0.07% and [001]LGO‖[0001]GaN: 3.58%
6lattice mismatch [100]LGO‖[11̄00]GaN: 2.22% and [001] LGO‖[0001]GaN: 3.58%
7average lattice mismatch 0.9%
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Nanamatsu et al. [215] 293 - 473 6 9 7
Neumann et al. [216] 293 - 1113 n.a. n.a. n.a.
293 - 473 12.6 15.7 7.5
Ishii et al. [217] 293 - 1073 1.7 11.0 4.0
Rawn and Chaudhuri [172] 293 - 1423 10.1 ± 0.2 21.1 ± 0.3 13.6 ± 0.2
293 - 473 7.0 ± 0.3 15.6 ± 0.4 10.7 ± 0.1
sapphire8, already in the second half of the 1990’s by MOCVD [201, 202], MBE
[200, 203–208], MOVPE [209, 210], HVPE [211], PLD [212, 213] and by reaction
with ammonia at elevated temperature [214]. However, all of these studies were
conducted on (001) LGO aiming to improve the crystal quality of C -plane GaN.
Before this present study, there has been no report about GaN growth on either
of the other orientations of LGO. The growth of M -plane GaN on (100) LGO and
A-plane GaN on (010) LGO by PAMBE will be shown in section 4.2.3 and 4.2.4,
respectively.
The melting point of LiGaO2 lies approximately at 1570
◦C -1585 ◦C [5, 157, 215]
making it in principle suitable for growth at high temperature. However, it has
been reported that the substrate surface deteriorates when heated to temperatures
above 800 ◦C [200] and secondary phases appear at temperatures around 1173 ◦C
[172]. There is an uncertainty on the data on LGO’s coefficients of thermal expan-
sion reported in literature, yet all the data show a large anisotropy of the thermal
expansion. This may pose some difficulty in growth of thick crack free layers on
top of LGO. Table 4.2 gives a compilation of results obtained by different groups
determining the average linear CTE of LGO. In addition it was found that the CTE
depend quite strongly on the temperature [172, 216] and a comparison of the linear
CTE is only approximately legitimate in the lower temperature range. In section
4.2.3 the thermally induced strain into the GaN film is evaluated.
LGO is hydrolytic, i.e. it dissolves in water, and is easily etched by solutions with
different pH [5, 157]. Doolittle et al. [218] showed, that an entire LGO substrate
could be etched away in less than 5 min in a base solution leaving the GaN layer
unharmed. This led to the demonstration of removing the substrate and transferring
the GaN film onto a GaAs substrate. The complete removal of the substrate could
also be used to attain free standing GaN, which would be a great benefit for various
8lattice mismatch hexagonal sapphire to C -plane GaN: ∼13.9% [157]
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applications. However, there is also a downside to the chemical instability of LGO,
because polishing the substrate is difficult, leading to the necessity of finding an
adequate substrate pretreatment for smooth surfaces.
The band gap of LGO is at 5.6 eV [203], corresponding to a wavelength of ∼221 nm.
It is transparent approximately from its band gap up to 6 µm [5], meaning the
material of LGO is transparent in the whole optical and a large fraction of the
infrared spectrum of electromagnetic waves. This fact requires some thought of how
to heat the substrate to a specific temperature for growth.
4.2.2 Growth of β-LiGaO2
The LGO bulk crystal was grown at the National Sun Yat-sen University in Taiwan
then cut and polished by a commercial vendor. The crystal growth was carried out
in a Czochralski pulling furnace. The starting raw materials (Li2CO3 and Ga2O3
powders with a purity of at least 99.99%) were mixed mechanically according to
99.99% stoichiometric ratio. After placing the raw materials in an iridium crucible
covered with an iridium lid to reduce the temperature gradient, the crucible was
heated to approximately 1650 ◦C to melt the raw materials. During growth, nitrogen
gas was continuously supplied to prevent the oxidation of the Ir crucible. The seed
had a (001) c-axis orientation. A rotation rate of 10-20 rpm was used to control
the growth conditions. Because of the high vapor pressure of the LGO melt, a high
crystal pulling rate of 2-4 mm/h was applied in order to avoid loss of the melt. Due
to difficulties in obtaining transmission electron microscopy images on these types
of substrates, owing to the rapid destruction of LGO under highly energetic electron
irradiation, only limited structural information has been obtained so far. The crystal
of which the substrates used in this work were cut from showed a small inclusion at
the bottom of the crystal. No twin boundaries were found and a dislocation density
of about 104∼105 cm−3 was estimated [219].
The substrates were cut in two different orientations. One set had a surface ori-
entation of (100) while another set was cut parallel to (010). In the following the
growth of M -plane GaN on (100) LGO (section 4.2.3) and A-plane GaN growth on
(010) LGO (section 4.2.4) will be presented. Each of these sections is divided in two
parts; the first part is concerned with the actual growth of the films and the second
part with the characterization of the GaN films that have been grown.
4.2.3 Growth of M-plane GaN on (100) β-LiGaO2
Figure 4.6 shows a ball and stick model of the (100) LGO surface with its unit cell as
a dotted rectangle. The gray rectangles display possible nucleation sites for M -plane
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Figure 4.6: Ball and stick model of the (100) LGO surface. The dotted rectangle
signals the size of the LGO unit cell, while the rectangles with contin-
uous lines indicate possible nucleation sites for (11̄00) GaN.
GaN growth. The lattice mismatch for the relationship [010]LGO ‖ [112̄0]GaN and
[001]LGO ‖ [0001]GaN is only 0.07% and 3.58%, respectively. Growth on the (100)
plane of LGO also benefits from the lack of a metal–non-metal polarity, which is an
issue that has to be taken into account when growing on (001) LGO.
Due to transparency of the substrate in the visible and near infrared wavelength
range the substrate was mounted onto a Si wafer using a thin layer of In to provide a
homogeneous thermal coupling. The substrates, inserted into molybdenum holders,
were first outgased for 60 min at 130 ◦C in the load lock chamber and thereafter
transferred into the growth chamber. Activated nitrogen was supplied by the radio
frequency plasma cell operated at a steady gas flow of 0.3 sccm and 450 W forward
power. A growth rate of roughly 100 nm/h was used. Growth was monitored in-situ
using RHEED. To prevent damage to the sample, care was taken to not irradiate
the sample for too long with the electron beam.
Initial growth showed almost complete peeling off of the epitaxial film from the sub-
strate. This may have a number of reasons such as damage caused to the substrate
by its irradiation with highly energetic electrons from RHEED measurements. More-
over, an enhanced misfit of the anisotropic CTE between LGO and GaN at high
temperature could facilitate the lift-off of the epitaxial film from its substrate. The
exact direction dependent amount of stress caused by this mechanism is difficult to
calculate as there is a large scatter of experimental data on the determination of the
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Figure 4.7: Non-linear behavior of the three coefficients of thermal expansion of
LiGaO2 in the temperature range between 293 K and 1100 K. Graph
taken from [216].
CTE for LGO [172, 215–217]. However, from the data reported it is apparent, that
there is a strong anisotropy in the LGO values for the CTE. In addition, the CTE in
a temperature range of 700 K are not constant and as pointed out by Neumann et
al. [216] each of the 3 different CTE in LGO shows a different non-linear behavior
in the temperature range between 293 K and 1100 K. This is seen in the graph of
Fig. 4.7, where the CTE of the three crystal directions a, b, and c are depicted in
dependence of the temperature. Therefore the calculation of the stress caused using
the CTE is inexact.
Rather, a direct comparison of the lattice parameters near the growth temperature
GT = 700 ◦C and at room temperature (RT) is more reliable using data presented
by Rawn and Chaudhuri [172] and Neumann et al. [216]. Here the resulting lattice
mismatch near GT is subject only to small variations. The lattice parameters of GaN
were calculated by the CTE given in [125] for high temperatures. The difference
in lattice mismatch between GT and RT for GaNa on LGOb/2 then lies at 0.93%
to 1.18% and for GaNc on LGOc at 0.50% to 0.61%. In both the [112̄0] GaN and
the [0001] GaN direction the stress induced from the LGO lattice onto the GaN
lattice when cooling down is compressive. Since more stress is caused in the a-
direction than in the c-direction of GaN, a cracking of the GaN film is expected
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Figure 4.8: SEM image demonstrating the cracking in [0001] direction and lifting
off of an M -plane GaN film on (100) LGO. The picture was taken with
a 45◦ tilt towards the substrate surface.
along the c-direction. The cracks in c-direction are confirmed by SEM pictures
(see Fig. 4.8) where the orientation of the film is inferred from previous reports of
M -plane growth on different substrates, e.g. [166, 176, 220, 221], and experiences
with M -plane GaN. From the relatively small change in lattice mismatch caused by
thermal expansion it is unlikely that this mechanism is solely responsible for the
peeling off of the epitaxial film from the substrate. However, a contribution of the
anisotropic thermal expansion of GaN to this phenomenon can be expected.
A procedure for growth of M -plane GaN on LGO was found. However, due to
the limited availability of substrates the growth conditions were not thoroughly
optimized. The GaN film had cracks at the edges when taken out of the growth
chamber, probably caused by a too high temperature in the area of contact between
the substrate and the Mo holder. However, the center of the film remained stable
and did not lift-off or show cracks. Prior to GaN deposition the substrate was
annealed at 800 ◦C for 60 min. Thereafter, growth of GaN commenced at slightly
Ga rich conditions at a substrate temperature of 700 ◦C. The temperatures given
correspond to the thermocouple readings.
The sample was characterized ex-situ by XRD in a Bruker AXS D8 Discover diffrac-
tometer. A ceramic x-ray tube of type KFL Cu 2K was used to generate the char-
acteristic CuKα1 line. Scanning electron microscopy was performed on a LEO 1530
system at an operating voltage of 10 keV. AFM images were taken with a SiN
tip in contact mode with an Autoprobe CP head from Park Scientific Instruments
calibrated with a commercial calibration sample.
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Characterization of GaN grown on (100) LiGaO2 Observation of the RHEED
patterns of the LGO substrate before and after annealing showed a remarkable
improvement of the surface. In Fig. 4.9 two azimuths serve to illustrate the devel-
opment of the reflection patterns. While the top two pictures, (a) and (b), show the
reflection patterns of the substrate in [010] and [001] direction before annealing, part
(c) and (d) display the situation after 1 hour annealing at 800◦C for the same direc-
tions respectively. Because of the weak reflection signal from the substrate before
annealing it was impossible to find the exact [010] and [001] azimuths. The pictures
given in (a) and (b) therefore only roughly correspond to these directions. The two
lowest pictures, (e) and (f), in this figure show RHEED images of the sample after
growth, taken at the same angles as (c) and (d), respectively. They show streaky
images of M -plane GaN along the [112̄0] and [0001] directions, where the spacing of
the streaks correspond to the c and a lattice constant respectively. Comparing the
two RHEED images of LGO after annealing with the two lower pictures of GaN, the
epitaxial relationship is demonstrated in accordance with Fig. 4.6. In other words,
from the spacings of the RHEED streaks in Fig. 4.9 a high degree of lattice match of
M -plane GaN on (100) LGO is evident for aGaN on bLGO/2 and cGaN on cLGO. From
the streakiness of the RHEED images, the film is expected to be flat and smooth.
A spotty RHEED pattern would be an indication of a rough surface or even three
dimentional growth (like found when growing quantum dots).
Surface scratches on the sample before and after growth are visible in optical micro-
scope images (Fig. 4.10). These scratches most probably originate from mechanical
polishing of the substrate. Fig. 4.11 shows the surface morphology of the GaN layer
by means of SEM (a) and AFM (b). The epitaxial film has a thickness of 390 nm as
measured by SEM. The slate-like surface modulation is typical for M -plane GaN.
No indication of C -plane GaN could be observed at any point when performing
microscopy on the film. The surface scratches from the substrate are visible as line
discontinuities in the M -plane GaN film in both images. Despite these scratches,
a small rms roughness of 2.9 nm is found in an area of 10 × 10 µm2. Part (c) of
Fig. 4.11 shows the depth profile of the line indicated in (b) over a range of 10 µm. A
peak to valley roughness below 5 nm in regions without scratches and surface height
variations up to 25 nm at the location of scratches is displayed. It is expected that
the surface roughness will improve when polishing procedures and growth conditions
are optimized, thereby also increasing the GaN film quality tremendously.
To examine the crystal orientation, quality and strain state of the epitaxial GaN
film, x-ray diffraction scans were performed. Fig. 4.12 (a) shows an ω−2θ scan in the
range ω = 13◦ − 38◦ where the (11̄00) GaN, (100) LGO and (22̄00) GaN, (200) LGO
peaks can be seen. This scan was performed in a double crystal configuration with
a resolution of 0.005◦. No other major peak is observed in the spectrum. Only an
extremely small hint of a peak around ω = 17.16◦ with a maximum of 7 counts
could be noticed, which may be attributed to a very small fraction of C -plane
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Figure 4.9: (a) and (b): RHEED images of two LGO azimuths, separated by 90◦
before annealing the substrate. The same azimuths of LGO after an-
nealing, shown in (c) and (d), are much more pronounced, which indi-
cates a clean surface. The two corresponding M -plane GaN directions,
namely [112̄0] and [0001], after growth can be seen in (e) and (f). A
streaky pattern is observed due to a flat surface of the film. The spacing
of the streaks in [112̄0] direction gives the cGaN lattice constant whereas
the aGaN lattice constant is given by the separation of streaks in [0001]
direction.
GaN. However, this signal is far too weak for further analysis and with respect to
the (11̄00) GaN peak with a maximum intensity of ∼900 counts it is safe to state
a very high phase purity of M -plane GaN. Part (b) in Fig. 4.12 shows a more
detailed measurement of the (11̄00) GaN and (200) LGO peaks with a resolution of
0.001◦ using a triple crystal analyzer. The strain state can be estimated from this
measurement using the relative shift of the (11̄00) GaN peak with respect to the
(200) LGO peak. Disregarding twist or tilt inside the GaN crystal, the GaN film is
relaxed to roughly 80% compared to the maximal possible transverse deformation
caused by the lattice misfit between LGO and GaN in the basal plane.
To determine the film quality, the rocking curve of the (11̄00) GaN peak was mea-
sured. The result is given in part (c) of Fig. 4.12 where a FWHM with a large
value of ∼2500 arcsec is found. Although growth conditions were not optimized we
expected a much lower value for the FWHM considering the quality of the sample
surface from SEM and AFM data. The large FWHM value is probably mainly ei-
ther due to irregularities propagated into the film from scratches on the substrate
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Figure 4.10: Optical microscope images of the substrate surface before growth (a)
and of the sample surface after growth (b) at a magnification of 100×.
The scratches on the substrate, probably caused by mechanical pol-
ishing, are clearly visible in both cases. The spots occurring mostly in
the lower part of both pictures are due to impurities on the microscope
lens.
surface (see Fig. 4.10) or caused by contributions to the Bragg reflection from the
cracked edges of the GaN film. Yet, the value is much better than a recently re-
ported study of M -plane GaN on (100) LGO, reporting a FWHM of 4121 arcsec for
the (101̄0) GaN reflection [222].
A plan view TEM sample of the M -plane GaN film was prepared by mechanical
polishing and subsequent Ar-ion milling. Two cross-sectional TEM samples were
fabricated by focused ion beam (FIB), one cut parallel to the C -plane and one
parallel to the A-plane as is illustrated schematically in Fig. 4.13. Fig. 4.14 shows
a typical FIB cut sample in an SEM. The thin part indicated in the picture is the
region for TEM investigation. The samples were analyzed using a FEI Tecnai F20
TEM operated with an electron acceleration voltage of 200 kV.
The epitaxial relationship of the M -plane GaN sample can be deduced from Fig-
ure 4.15 (a) and (b), where the diffraction patterns taken from the GaN film and
the LGO substrate, seen in Fig. 4.15 (c), are depicted. From the patterns, it is clear
that [112̄0]GaN ‖ [010]LGO, and (11̄00)GaN ‖ (100)LGO. In Figure 4.15 (c), showing a
bright field image of the sample cut parallel to the C -plane, a high density of thread-
ing dislocations is apparent. The bright areas in the substrate located directly at
the interface of the substrate and the epitaxial layer represent holes in the TEM
sample caused by the electron irradiation of the transmission electron microscope.
Since LGO is very sensitive to electron bombardment, it is very difficult to obtain
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Figure 4.11: An SEM image of the sample surface is seen in (a) displaying a char-
acteristic M -plane GaN slate-like modulation. A 6 × 10 µm2 AFM
scan is shown in (b), with a 10 µm long horizontal line depicting the
profile given in (c). Height variations in the line profile correspond to
scratches in the sample surface as indicated by the dotted lines.
good quality high-resolution images of this material. This issue was also discussed
regarding RHEED measurements in the growth procedure above.
Looking at the sample cut parallel to the A-plane in Fig. 4.16 (b), a high density
of partial dislocations associated with a high density of stacking faults can be seen.
Figure 4.16 (b) displays the electron diffraction pattern of the GaN film seen in
Figure 4.16 (a). The diffraction spots show streaks along the [0001] direction, giving
strong evidence toward a high density of stacking faults in the film.
The plan view TEM sample of the GaN film allows for an estimate of the density of
threading dislocations and stacking faults. A centered dark field image of one region
of the plan view sample is seen in Figure 4.17. The numerous small dots represent
threading dislocations that have reached the surface, while stacking faults, appearing
as lines, are found running perpendicular to the [0001] direction as indicated, i.e.,
they lie in the C -plane. The elongated spots in the diffraction pattern inset in
Figure 4.17 point toward the presence of twisted mosaic blocks in the film. The
twist angle can be as high as 5◦. In this sample, the threading dislocation density
was found to be on the order of 1× 1011 cm−2 and the stacking fault density around
2× 105 cm−1.
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Figure 4.12: Part (a) shows an ω − 2θ x-ray scan in double crystal configuration
of a 390 nm thick GaN layer grown on LGO. Only M -plane GaN and
(100) LGO related peaks are observed stating a high phase purity of
the GaN M -plane. A higher resolution ω−2θ scan with a triple crystal
analyzer in the range ω = 16◦ − 16.8◦ is seen in (b). (c) presents the
rocking curve of the (11̄00) GaN reflection, the FWHM of which lies
around 2500 arcsec.
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Figure 4.13: Illustration of the TEM samples prepared for analysis.
Figure 4.14: GaN TEM sample cut by a focused Ga ion beam.
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Figure 4.15: TEM data of the M -plane sample, with viewing direction [0001]. Parts
(a) and (b) display the electron diffraction patterns of the GaN film
and the LGO substrate seen in the bright field image in (c), respec-
tively. The epitaxial relationship deduced earlier is confirmed. A high
degree of threading dislocations is visible in in the GaN film.
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Figure 4.16: TEM data of the M -plane sample, with viewing direction [112̄0]. GaN
diffraction pattern (a) and the corresponding bright field M -plane GaN
film image (b). The data shows a high abundance of stacking faults
in the sample.
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Figure 4.17: Inplane TEM sample of the M -plane GaN sample. Threading dislo-
cations (spots) and stacking faults (lines) reaching to the surface are
visible. The inset shows the GaN diffraction pattern and indicates a
twist present in the crystalline film by the circularly elongated spots.
The dislocation density in this sample is higher than values reported in the literature
∼ 109 cm−2 [158] for M -plane GaN, e.g. grown on LiAlO2 by MOVPE. However,
growth parameters had not been fully optimized on LGO and the film thickness
here is twice as thin as in [158]. The thickness of the film is believed to have some
impact on the threading dislocation density as is mentioned in [223] where the values
for M -plane GaN grown on LiAlO2 are given as 10
9 cm−2 near the substrate and
108 cm−2 near the surface. The stacking fault density in our sample is a little higher
than the best value of 104 cm−1 [158] reported in literature, but is in the same order
as the most frequently reported values.
4.2.4 Growth of A-plane GaN on (010) β-LiGaO2
The growth procedure and conditions for A-plane GaN growth on LGO were es-
sentially the same as for M -plane GaN. However small changes were made and for
clarity, the whole procedure is described here again.
The epitaxial relationship of A-plane GaN on the (010) surface of LGO is shown in
Figure 4.18 by a ball and stick model of the (010) LGO surface. The gray rectangles
suggest possible nucleation sites for A-plane GaN growth. The lattice mismatch
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Figure 4.18: Ball and stick model of the (010) LGO surface. The dotted rectan-
gle signals the size of the LGO unit cell, while the rectangles with
continuous lines indicate possible nucleation sites for (112̄0) GaN.
for the relationship [100]LGO ‖ [11̄00]GaN and [001]LGO ‖ [0001]GaN is 2.22% and
3.58%, respectively. Growth on the (010) plane of LGO, similarly to growth on the
(100) LGO plane, benefits from the lack of a metal-non-metal polarity.
Before introduction to the MBE chamber, the LGO substrates were mounted onto
a Si wafer using a thin In layer to provide for homogeneous thermal coupling. The
substrates, placed into molybdenum holders, were outgased for 60 min at 130 ◦C
prior to transfer into the growth chamber. During growth activated nitrogen N∗2 was
supplied by the plasma cell, operated at a gas flow of 0.3 sccm and 450 W forward
power for all samples. Growth procedures were monitored in-situ using RHEED.
To establish A-plane GaN growth the substrate temperature was optimized in the
range between 650 ◦C and 800 ◦C and the Ga flux was varied from slightly Ga rich
to Ga rich conditions. Several pre-growth treatments of the substrate in the growth
chamber were studied. These were Ga desorption, nitridation, Ga desorption and
nitridation, annealing and no treatment of the substrate.
Annealing the substrate at 800 ◦C for 60 min in the growth chamber directly before
GaN deposition resulted in successful growth of A-plane GaN on LGO. Growth of
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GaN commenced at slightly Ga rich conditions at a substrate temperature of 700 ◦C.
The temperatures given correspond to the thermocouple readings. A growth rate of
roughly 60 nm/h was used. Irradiation of the sample with the RHEED beam was
reduced to a minimum to prevent possible damage to the sample, i.e. RHEED was
only turned on after 30 min of GaN growth and in order to take RHEED pictures.
Shortly after taking the sample out of the growth chamber, the GaN film showed
small cracks at the edges. A too high temperature in the area of contact between
the substrate and the Mo holder probably is the reason for these features. However,
approximately more than 98% of the film remained stable and did not lift-off or
show cracks.
Characterization of GaN grown on (010) LiGaO2 Samples from initial growth
runs showed peeling off of the epitaxial film from the substrate as was also seen for
the case of GaN grown on (100) LGO. Following several different substrate pretreat-
ment approaches to prevent this, we found that annealing of the substrate lead to
the desirable result. While RHEED patterns of the untreated substrate were dim
and hinted to a contaminated surface, substrate cleaning by Ga desorption, nitrida-
tion or both together showed no observable effect. When a high Ga flux was used,
RHEED observations showed an increasingly polycrystalline type diffraction pattern
as soon as the Ga shutter was opened, indicated by ring like elongated horizontal
spots.
A possible reason for the peeling off of the epi layer may have been the enhanced
misfit of the anisotropic thermal expansion coefficients between LGO and GaN at
high temperatures similar as discussed in section 4.2.3. Moreover, damage of the
substrate’s surface may have been caused by impinging highly energetic electrons
from RHEED measurements. The polycrystalline RHEED patterns may result from
bending of the partly peeling off film, thereby giving the impression of polycrys-
tallinity.
In the following only the sample that was grown at optimized conditions will be
discussed. Characterization of the sample was done ex-situ by XRD, SEM, AFM
and TEM.
In Fig 4.19 (a)-(e) RHEED measurements of five azimuths are depicted. The top
pictures show diffraction patterns of the substrate shortly before growth while the
bottom pictures display electron diffraction patterns after 3 h growth of GaN for
the same angles, respectively. The five azimuths of both, the LGO and GaN crys-
tal, could reliably be identified in two ways thereby providing a valuable method
of consistency check. First, the relative separation in angle was compared to the
theoretical angle separation. The second method involved comparing the quotient of
streak separation of the five azimuths to one another with the corresponding calcu-
lated values. The post growth pictures show streaky images of A-plane GaN hinting
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Figure 4.19: RHEED images of five azimuths of (010) LGO and (112̄0) GaN. Each
pair of pictures (a)-(e) was taken at the same angles, the top one
before and the bottom one after growth respectively. The close lattice
match between the substrate and the film is evident. Streaky patterns
indicate a smooth and flat surface. (f) shows a schematic drawing
of the [112̄0] GaN surface indicating the directions of the observed
azimuths, similar to how it was done for M -plane GaN by Waltereit
et. al [139]. Calculation and measurement of angles and spacings
allows the assignment of directions to the pictures.
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Figure 4.20: (a) SEM picture of the GaN surface using a 10k magnification. Deep
scratches originating from the substrate are observable and intercept
the continuity of the GaN film. (b) 1k magnification of the GaN film.
A large number of scratches in the film are apparent.
towards a flat and smooth film. The correspondence of streak separation of the
LGO and GaN for the same angle displays the close lattice match between the sub-
strate and its epitaxial layer. Fig. 4.19 (f) shows how the directions of the observed
RHEED patterns correspond to azimuths of both the (010) LGO and (112̄0) GaN
surface.
The thickness of the GaN epitaxial layer was measured in SEM to be 170 nm. In
Fig. 4.20, part (a) and (b) show SEM pictures of the GaN sample surface using
magnifications of 10k and 1k, respectively. Scratches in the GaN film, presumably
caused by mechanical polishing of the substrate are clearly visible in both images.
These surface irregularities are also observed in AFM images shown in Fig. 4.21.
The depth profile of the horizontal line indicated in the AFM scan is graphed below.
While the peak to valley roughness can be as high as 75 nm in parts with ’deep’
scratches, an rms value of 10 nm is obtained on an area of 8×8 µm2 when excluding
the deepest scratches from analysis. Throughout the performance of microscopy no
indication of C -plane or M -plane GaN, i.e. their typical crystal shape, could be
observed in the film. It is expected that the surface roughness will improve when
polishing procedures and growth conditions are optimized, thereby also increasing
the GaN film quality.
The crystal orientation of the epitaxial GaN film was examined by x-ray diffraction.
Fig. 4.22 (a) shows an ω − 2θ scan in the wide range of ω = 12◦ − 78◦, performed
without analyzer. All the apparent main peaks could be attributed to LGO planes.
Two regions of the spectrum, that show additional information when zooming into
them are displayed in Fig. 4.22 (b) and (c). Here, reflections of A-plane GaN planes
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Figure 4.21: An about 7× 10 µm2 AFM image of the sample surface with a depth
profile along the horizontal black line. The rms roughness of a 8×8 µm2
areas as excluding the deepest scratches is 10 nm.
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can be seen. Note that apart from diffraction peaks attributed to A-plane GaN
and LGO no other peaks were observable. This means, a high degree of phase
purity was found in the GaN film. The (112̄0) GaN peak is convoluted with the
(040) LGO reflection and does therefore not allow for an exact determination of the
peak position of the GaN signal. The (224̄0) GaN reflection has a broader shape
and lower intensity giving a slightly larger error when determining its peak position.
However, a strain state of the GaN epitaxial film could be estimated from the relative
shift of the (224̄0) GaN peak with respect to the (080) LGO peak. Disregarding twist
or tilt inside the GaN crystal, the GaN film was relaxed to about 50% compared to
the maximal possible transverse deformation caused by the lattice misfit between
(010) LGO and (112̄0) GaN.
Two cross-sectional TEM samples were fabricated from the A-plane GaN sample.
Mechanical polishing and Ar-ion milling were used in the preparation of the sample
with the C -plane as the sample surface, while FIB cutting was used to produce the
sample with the M -plane as the TEM sample surface (see Fig. 4.23 for illustration).
The samples were analyzed using a JEOL 3010 TEM as well as a FEI Tecnai F20
TEM, each operated with an electron acceleration voltage of 200 kV.
The A-plane GaN sample cut perpendicular to the [0001] direction, shown in Fig-
ure 4.24, displays a high density of threading dislocations. The images in Fig. 4.24 (a)
and (b) are bright field images taken in the two beam condition with the ~g vector par-
allel to the [112̄0] and the [11̄00] direction, respectively. The inset in Fig. 4.24 (a)
displays the diffraction pattern of the GaN layer showing evidence of the growth
of A-plane GaN. Dislocations that have a burgers vector parallel to [112̄0] can be
observed in Fig. 4.24 (a); these are mixed and edge threading dislocations. In Fig-
ure 4.24 (b) both pure screw and edge dislocations are out of contrast since they have
burgers vectors parallel to [0001] and [112̄0], respectively [5], and can therefore not
be seen. Owing to the much lower density of visible dislocations in Figure 4.24 (b),
we can state that most dislocations are of either edge or screw type and a minority
belongs to the mixed type. In Fig. 4.24 inversion domain boundaries appear in both
pictures as straight lines as indicated. These have an inclination of 60◦ with respect
to the interface, i.e. they lie on the other two {112̄0} planes of GaN.
Comparing in-zone bright field images of the M - and A-plane films, the threading
dislocation density of the two films is on the same order of magnitude, i.e., around
1× 1011 cm−2.
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Figure 4.22: (a) ω − 2θ wide range x-ray scan without analyzer of a 170 nm thick
GaN layer grown on (010) LGO. Diffraction peaks of several LGO as
well as A-plane GaN planes can be seen. There is no indication of
diffraction peaks of any other oriented crystal planes. (b) zoom into
the region ω = 27.75◦− 29.75◦ where the clearly visible right shoulder
of the (040) LGO peak can be attributed to (112̄0) GaN. (c) zoom into
ω = 72.75◦ − 76.75◦. Here, the diffraction peaks of A-plane GaN and
LGO lie further apart allowing for a simple strain state analysis.
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Figure 4.23: Illustration of the TEM samples prepared for analysis.
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Figure 4.24: Bright field images of the A-plane GaN sample taken in the two beam
condition with the ~g = (112̄0) (a) and ~g = (11̄00) (b). The viewing
direction for these images is [0001]. Threading dislocations and the
presence of inversion domain boundaries, bordering stacking faults,
are visible.
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Figure 4.25: TEM data of the A-plane sample, with viewing direction [11̄00]. (a)
Diffraction pattern of the GaN film of the A-plane GaN sample. (b)
and (c) show bright field images of the same sample taken in the
two beam conditions with ~g = (0002) and ~g = (112̄0), respectively.
Threading dislocations and stacking faults can be seen, however, much
fewer stacking faults are present than in the M -plane GaN film.
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Fig. 4.25 (b) and (c) show bright field images of the A-plane GaN sample cut per-
pendicular to the [11̄00] direction taken in the two beam condition with ~g = (0002)
and ~g = (112̄0), respectively. Damage to the substrate by the electron beam is again
seen. Threading dislocations as well as stacking faults are visible. Slightly more dis-
locations appear in the image with ~g = (0002) indicating that there are more pure
screw threading dislocations than edge dislocations. In comparison to the M -plane
GaN sample, much fewer stacking faults are present in the A-plane film. This obser-
vation is also confirmed by the missing streaks in the diffraction pattern, shown in
Fig. 4.25 (a). This means that the stacking fault density is lower than ∼105 cm−1,
and therefore lower than values reported previously for A-plane GaN e.g. grown on
R-plane sapphire by MOCVD, 3.83× 105 cm−1 [160] or by PAMBE, ∼2× 105 cm−1
[224].
4.2.5 Summary and conclusion of GaN grown on β-LiGaO2
It has been shown for the first time that M -plane and A-plane GaN can be grown
epitaxially on (100) LiGaO2 and (010) LiGaO2, respectively, using plasma-assisted
MBE. Thermal annealing of the substrate before growth proved to be a procedure
well suited to clean its surface and seems to be necessary for obtaining stable GaN
films. This is a comfortable solution of cleaning a substrate’s surface, due to the lack
of elaborate cleaning or pretreatment steps prior to epitaxial growth. The growth
conditions, like pre-growth annealing and growth temperature were also used in a
recently published study, which also shows growth of M -plane GaN on LGO [222].
Streaky RHEED patterns after growth in addition to the SEM and AFM data
show very smooth M - and A-plane GaN, despite the presence of polishing related
surface scratches on the substrates. The XRD results indicate a high degree of phase
purity for both film orientations and showed that the strain was relaxed to 80% for
the M -plane and to 50% for the M -plane GaN film as compared to the maximal
possible strain that could have been induced due to the lattice mismatch between
film and substrate. A high phase purity of the grown material is a very desirable
property of the film and sometimes poses great difficulty to achieve. However, as the
results shown above prove, growth of GaN on LGO states the easiness of obtaining
high phase purity of GaN, which is closely related to the close lattice match of the
substrate with GaN.
The analysis of the M - and A-plane GaN films by transmission electron microscopy
show that the epitaxial relationship of the film with the substrate is in agreement
with the results obtained from RHEED and XRD. Threading dislocations and stack-
ing faults are seen to be the main defects in the films. For the case of the M -plane
GaN sample, a threading dislocation density of 1 × 1011 cm−2 and stacking fault
density of about 2 × 105 cm−1 were found. The A-plane sample shows a threading
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dislocation density on the same order; however, a much lower stacking fault density
as compared to the M -plane sample. Although the threading dislocation density
is very high and the stacking fault densities are in an equivalent range as for other
substrates used for heteroepitaxy it can be expected to obtain smoother surfaces
and a higher crystal quality of the GaN films when mechanical polishing of the
substrate as well as growth conditions have been thoroughly optimized. Once the
technological issue of polishing for a smooth substrate surface has been solved it
would be very interesting to optimize the growth procedure for the fabrication of
non-polar GaN on LGO.
5 Cu incorporation in GaN
Cu-doped group III nitrides, as discussed in sec. 2.3.3, have earned great interest
due to the experimental evidence of ferromagnetism observed in GaN [117] and
AlN [225] at room temperature, hence serving as a prospective candidate for a
spin-aligning material in spintronics. The usage of Cu as a dopant, which is a non-
magnetic element, excludes the possibility of magnetic clusters built by the dopant.
Therefore the occurrence of ferromagnetism in GaN:Cu does not origin from either
Cu or GaN, but is a result of the interaction between the host material and the
dopant.
Theoretical work studying ferromagnetic Cu-doped GaN has foremost assumed Cu
atoms on substitutional Ga sites, e.g. [17, 114, 115, 226]. For instance, Wu et al.
[17] explain that incorporation scenarios other than Cu substituting Ga sites are not
taken into account because they are energetically unfavorable. However, since most
growth processes of doped GaN do not take place in a thermodynamic equilibrium
environment, the occupation of unfavorable energetic states may not be excluded.
Seong et al. [18] stating ferromagnetism in Cu-doped GaN nanowires show by
anomalous x-ray scattering that Cu atoms do indeed substitute onto Ga sites, but
do not comment on nitrogen or interstitial site occupation. It is still unclear to what
extent Ga sites are occupied and whether N or interstitial sites also play a role in Cu
incorporation. Sun et al. [119] for example, see that the total magnetization of their
Cu implanted samples increases with higher doses but the magnetic moment per Cu
atom decreases. This is speculated to stem from an increased incorporation of Cu
atoms on interstitial sites. However, experimental evidence of interstitial Cu being
responsible for a diminishing of the magnetic properties and substitutional positions
enhancing them can only be obtained if the positioning of Cu in the GaN matrix
is known. To get insight into the influences of the placement of Cu to the systems
magnetic properties, the fundamental question of where and how Cu is incorporated
in GaN must be answered.
For this purpose X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES) and X-ray Linear
Dichroism (XLD) measurements of a series of Cu-doped GaN samples with different
doping concentrations were investigated at the Ga and Cu K-edge. This means that
electrons from the 1s orbital of Ga and Cu, respectively, were excited by x-rays
from a synchrotron beam line. At the lowest energies, i.e. at the absorption edge,
the inner electrons are mainly excited into unoccupied states of the 4p orbitals.
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While in XANES the edge position and shape is sensitive to the formal valence
state, ligand type, and coordination environment, which can be used to identify
phases [227], XLD provides a convenient tool to probe the local structural and
electronic properties of the Cu atoms in the nitride host, since it is proportional to
the anisotropic unoccupied density of charge [228]. The XLD spectrum is therefore
highly sensitive to the local symmetry and gives a unique signature in the case of
wurtzite structure and no signal amplitude for cubic crystal symmetry [228]. By
comparing the measured data to simulations performed by use of the FDMNES
code [21], the incorporation fraction of Cu atoms in the nitride host as Ga or N
substitutes or on interstitial sites can be deduced.
In this chapter the experimental procedure of the sample preparation, measurements
at the synchrotron in Grenoble and details to the simulations (sec. 5.1) will be
described. Thereafter, the experimental findings and their interpretation will be
presented in section 5.2 by a first surface analysis of the samples (sec. 5.2.1) followed
by the presentation of the XANES and XLD data which are then interpreted with
help of the calculated spectra in sec. 5.2.2. Finally, section 5.3 summarizes the
findings of this study.
5.1 Experimental procedure
The investigated samples were grown by plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy
by Philipp Ganz using the system described in section 3.3.2. A series of six GaN:Cu
samples with varying nominal Cu concentration from 0% to 2.69%, in the follow-
ing labeled A(0%), B(0.50%), C(1.35%), D(1.77%), E(2.22%) and F(2.69%), was
produced. The term ”nominal concentration” used here refers to the flux ratio of
Cu atoms to the total metal atom flux of Cu and Ga. Assuming sticking- and
incorporation-coefficients to be the same for Cu and Ga and equal to unity, these
numbers would represent an estimate of the actual doping concentration of Cu.
However, these assumptions are not justified and hence, the nominal concentration
can only be seen as a measure of the relative flux provided during growth. As will be
described later, a significant part of the provided Cu atoms form metal compounds
in the samples, i.e. not all of the provided Cu is available as doping material in the
GaN film. In this series of samples, sample C with 1.35% nominal Cu doping takes
in a special position due to the measured ferromagnetic behavior. The data is not
shown here, but its magnetic behavior as well as the growth procedure applied is
very similar to the case reported earlier [20].
To obtain better thermal coupling during growth, C -plane oriented sapphire sub-
strates were mounted onto silicon using indium as an adhesive. Each substrate was
first outgased in a baking chamber at 130 ◦C for 60 min before introducing it into
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Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of part of a GaN 4×4×4 supercell. (a), (b)
and (c) show how the Cu atoms are placed in the GaN matrix on inter-
stitial, N and Ga sites, respectively.
the growth chamber. It was then heated to 890 ◦C for 30 min for a final outgasing
step before nitridation commenced for 180 min at 200 ◦C. A thin AlN buffer layer
(thickness ≈ 22± 4 nm as measured by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)) was
introduced prior to the growth of the epitaxial Cu-doped GaN layer. A growth rate
of roughly 70 nm/h was used, resulting in GaN film thicknesses in the range of
130-150 nm. After unloading the sample from the molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)
system, it was cut into parts, one of which was etched and one left unetched. The
etching of the samples was performed to remove metal compounds from the samples
and included 65% HNO3 treatment for 5 min and rinsing with deionized water. To
obtain an understanding of the effect of etching on the samples, their surfaces were
investigated by SEM.
For all samples the XANES and the XLD spectra were measured at the K-edges of Ga
and Cu, i.e. around 10367 eV and 8979 eV, respectively. These measurements were
performed with hard x-rays from the ID12 beamline at the European Synchrotron
Radiation Facility (ESRF) detecting the total fluorescence yield. The experimental
chamber contains eight silicon photodiodes arranged in a semi sphere around the
sample that are equipped with 10 µm thick Ni filters. A quarter wave plate was used
to flip the linear polarization of the synchrotron light from vertical to horizontal
when performing the XLD measurements, also described in detail in [229]. The
angle of incidence was between 14◦ and 17◦ with respect to the sample surface. For
the analysis of the XANES and XLD spectra we have to keep in mind that the
illuminated sample area is much larger than the size of a surface compound and
also much larger than the mean distance between the compounds. The x-ray signals
collected are therefore an average of the sample and do not probe parts of the sample
locally. In addition, the hard x-rays of the synchrotron are assumed to penetrate
the samples completely, leading to a probing of the whole volume of the samples
instead of only the surface layers.
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XANES and XLD spectra were simulated using the FDMNES code [21] applying
the multiple scattering formalism within the muffin-tin approximation. To obtain a
doping concentration of Cu in GaN which is comparable with the Cu concentration
in the experimental samples, a wurtzite supercell of 4×4×4, i.e. a total of 256 atoms,
with a calculation radius of 10 Å was used. GaN lattice constants of a = 3.188 Å and
c = 5.185 Å were used [124]. For the x-ray absorption spectra eight different doping
concentrations were calculated, the lowest possible ranging from 0.78% (with 1 Cu
atom in the supercell) up to 6.25%. The variation of doping concentration in the
supercell, however has almost no influence on the calculated spectra. Due to this
fact, for reasons of clarity, only the 1.56% doped spectra are plotted in the analysis
to follow. Configurations of Cu in the GaN crystal substituting Ga atoms, N atoms
or as interstitials in the largest void of the GaN matrix (see Fig. 5.1) were performed.
The two Cu atoms are separated by the largest possible distance to avoid possible
clustering effects.
5.2 Results and conclusion
During growth of the Cu-doped GaN samples Cu is not only incorporated in the
film but also forms cubic [230], non-magnetic γ-Cu9Ga4 structures according to X-
Ray Diffraction (XRD) [117] and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) analysis
[231]. Because of the different placement possibilities of the Cu atoms in the sample
(in the GaN film or in the γ-Cu9Ga4 structures) a clear distinction of the origin of
the Cu signal present in the XANES and XLD spectra must be clarified. For this
purpose measurements on as grown samples as well as on samples where the surface
compounds had been removed by wet chemical etching were compared.
In a first step, an estimate of the Cu incorporation in the GaN film and the γ-Cu9Ga4
compounds is done by means of SEM surface analysis. This gives a better under-
standing for the following analysis because the intensity of the absorption signal is
proportional to the amount of atoms present in a specific chemical configuration.
Since XLD probes the anisotropy of the valence charge, Cu atoms in GaN give a
wurtzite type signature, if e.g. substituting Ga sites, but should give no signal
contribution when bound in γ-Cu9Ga4 compounds, as a result of the compounds’
cubic symmetry [232]. In a second step the x-ray absorption spectra are examined.
From the surface sensitive SEM analysis the majority of Cu, which is incorporated
in the sample, is expected to be found in the γ-Cu9Ga4 compounds. This obser-
vation is still valid after etching, where most of the γ-Cu9Ga4 could be removed,
however leaving behind between 12% and 35% of the compounds, depending on the
sample. Due to the hence expected big influence of γ-Cu9Ga4 compounds on the
absorption spectra we first turn to look at the XLD spectra, where only a non-cubic
coordination of Cu gives a non-zero signal, to make sure Cu is really incorporated
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in the GaN film. We shall see in the following that we do indeed observe a non-zero
XLD signal at the Cu K-edge, proving Cu occupation in the GaN crystal. To gain
confidence to the answer of the actual Cu placement in GaN, we thereafter analyze
the XANES spectra, which are not dominated by the Cu signal incorporated in GaN
but are definitely influenced by it. XANES and XLD simulations of Cu-doped GaN,
performed for Cu placement on Ga, N and interstitial sites, and of γ-Cu9Ga4 com-
pounds are compared to the experimental data to extract numbers for the fractions
of differently occupied sites in GaN by Cu.
5.2.1 γ-Cu9Ga4 surface compounds
A first estimate for the amount of Cu present in the surface compounds (Cu9Ga4)
with respect to the film can be deduced estimating the Cu9Ga4 island coverage using
SEM images (Fig. 5.2) and an average height estimate of 220 nm from TEM pictures
of the samples [231]. An important assumption included in the following evaluation,
namely that all the precipitates visible on the sample surfaces are only composed
of γ-Cu9Ga4, is justified by the fact that they are all formed during growth, i.e. at
a temperature of 790 ◦C (by thermocouple reading). This can be assumed because
some of the compounds have been overgrown by a thin GaN film and is supported
by TEM data [231]. Further, a mean Cu to Ga ratio with 32.78% Ga in these
compounds is assumed in accordance with the phase diagram given in [233, 234].
A decrease in surface compounds on the samples could be achieved by etching. This
is clearly seen for sample F in SEM images taken of the as grown (Fig. 5.2 (a))
and the etched (Fig. 5.2 (b)) sample. The left part of the pictures, where black
circles surround the structures, is an example of how the estimated surface coverage
of Cu9Ga4 was taken into account in the calculations (in this case the area covered
by Cu9Ga4 was 8.22% of the total sample area). The sample after etching showed
an 88% decrease of the compounds. Table 5.1 gives an overview of all the Cu-
doped samples with their nominal Cu concentration and in each case the values
of the volume percentage of Cu9Ga4 in the sample before and after etching along
with the relative and absolute decrease of the amount of compounds. The last two
columns give the calculated ratio of Cu atoms bound in the compounds with respect
to the total metal atom content of the sample (excluding the amount of Cu in the
film, as it is known only for sample C). The fact that the amount and size of the
Cu9Ga4 compounds on the sample surface increases with increasing nominal Cu
concentration is clearly reflected in the numbers of Table 5.1.
Note that the calculated ratio of Cu, forming compounds, to the total metal content
is already higher than the provided Cu to metal flux ratio during growth. This is
a plausible outcome because the provided flux ratio of Cu and Ga is not the same
ratio as is built into the sample. It is a clear indication that the sticking- and
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Figure 5.2: SEM image of sample F (2.69%) before etching (a) and after etching (b).
On the left sides of the pictures the surface coverage of the precipitates
is estimated by approximating the structures’ area with the area of
multiple small circles. For this sample, an 88% decrease in the surface
coverage of the surface structures is calculated from the pre-etched to
the post-etched condition of the sample.
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Table 5.1: Listing of the Cu-doped GaN samples with the estimated γ-Cu9Ga4 cov-












# Cu at. in Cu9Ga4/
# metal at. [%]
unetched etched unetched etched
B 0.50 1.46 n.a. 3.47
C 1.35 3.19 0.81 79.74 3.47× 10−4 7.26 1.95
D 1.77 5.72 3.02 65.43 4.13× 10−4 12.27 6.89
E 2.22 6.39 2.15 74.84 6.48× 10−4 13.51 5.01
F 2.69 11.44 1.56 88.03 15.88×10−4 21.78 3.68
incorporation-coefficients of Cu and Ga on GaN are different. While the sticking
coefficient for Cu can be assumed to be near unity, because of its low vapor pressure
at the growth temperature used in this study [235, 236], it is higher for Ga [237]. It
is therefore impossible to deduce a reliable number for the Cu concentration in the
GaN film by this kind of analysis. However, using results obtained by wavelength
dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (WDXS) on a 1.38% nominally Cu-doped sample,
where 0.26% of the metal atoms in the GaN film were Cu atoms [231], we can deduce
a ’real’ doping of 0.24% Cu for sample C assuming the same Cu incorporation rate
for both these samples. This means, considering the presence of Cu9Ga4 compounds,
that approximately 3.1% of the Cu atoms in the sample are incorporated into the
GaN film, whereas the remaining roughly 96.9% are found in the compounds. The
situation appears reversed when calculating the percentage of Ga in the film and in
the compounds, where the estimated numbers are 96.5% and 3.5%, respectively.
As a first outcome of these estimates we can state that the majority of Cu that is
present in the samples is incorporated in the compound of γ-Cu9Ga4. By etching
it was possible to remove most of the compounds, but not to 100%. The XANES
spectra are therefore expected to be dominated by signals originating from the com-
pounds. XLD however, is insensitive to cubic coordination of bound atoms and
shall therefore be free of a signal originating from the compounds. In the following
the analysis of XLD at the Ga K-edge, followed by the Cu K-edge will be shown.
Thereafter, in section 5.2.3, the XANES spectra at both edges will be discussed.
5.2.2 X-ray linear dichroism of Cu-doped GaN
XLD at the Ga K-edge In XLD spectra recorded for the etched and unetched
samples at the Ga (Fig. 5.3 (a), (b)) and Cu K-edge (Fig. 5.3 (c), (d)) we can clearly
see an increase of the XLD signal for the etched samples compared to the unetched
ones. Regarding the Ga edge the increase of signal amounts to an average of about
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Figure 5.3: The measured XLD spectra depicted here were normalized to the back-
ground at the lowest and the highest energies of the spectrum. (a) and
(b) are the XLD spectra of the Ga K-edge prior to and after etching
of the samples, respectively. (c) and (d) show the XLD spectra of the
Cu K-edge before and after etching of the samples, respectively. Bragg
peaks are marked by ”×”.
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Figure 5.4: The intensity increase of the XLD peaks at the Ga K-edge between
etched and unetched samples is shown as a function of the nominal
doping concentration. The increase is due to the removal of Cu9Ga4
compounds (see text for discussion).
7% to 33%, depending on the sample. This behavior of the XLD signals’ intensity
increase due to etching for the different samples and peaks can be seen in Fig. 5.4.
The intensity variation between etched and unetched samples can be explained by
the fact that after etching cubic surface compounds (Cu9Ga4) have been removed
and a higher percentage of the signal collected origins from the wurtzite film, hence
giving more intense peaks in the XLD spectrum. The non-uniformity in the increase
of the intensity can be ascribed to the different amount of compounds removed from
the different samples, as was also seen in the SEM analysis above (see the absolute
VCu9Ga4 decrease column in Table 5.1). The tendency of higher nominally doped
samples giving less increase of the XLD signal is presumably due to the short etching
time applied. This means that because more Cu supply during growth leads to more
compounds, a longer etching time is needed to completely remove the compounds.
However, for all samples the etching time was constant leading only to a partial
removal of the compounds and in conclusion to a higher percentage of remaining
Cu9Ga4 on the samples having been exposed to higher Cu fluxes.
The sharp Bragg peaks in the graphs of Fig. 5.3 are marked by ”×” and occur
because some crystal lattice planes in the samples satisfied the Bragg condition
with respect to the position of some of the detectors and yield no information which
is of interest here. Apart from the slight variation in intensity, an examination of
differences in the Ga K-edge XLD signal in dependence of the Cu doping cannot
be observed. However, comparing the experimental XLD data of the Ga K-edge to
simulations (Fig. 5.5 (b)), we can state that only a very small percentage of Cu atoms
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is located on N substitutional sites. This conclusion is drawn from the qualitatively
greatly differing curve progression of the simulated data for 2 N atoms having been
replaced by 2 Cu atoms in a 4 × 4 × 4 supercell calculation. A clear analysis of
a quantitative measure of Cu atoms occupying Ga, N or interstitial sites is not
possible at this stage, due to the inaccuracy in modeling these spectra. The effect of
the inaccuracy can be shown in Fig. 5.5 (a) where the experimental and simulated
data of pure GaN are depicted. Although a fairly good qualitative agreement is
apparent, it shows that the fit is not good enough to discriminate between Cu on
Ga or interstitial sites in Fig. 5.5 (b).
XLD at the Cu K-edge The much lower signal to noise ratio of the XLD signals
of the samples recorded at the Cu K-edge compared to the Ga edge data is clearly
visible in Fig. 5.3 (c) and (d). Nevertheless, the increase of the signal from the
unetched to the etched samples is apparent, again resulting from a lower fraction
of compounds present in the samples, thereby being responsible for less absorption
of x-rays in the cubic structure (not contributing to the XLD signal). In graph (c)
of Figure 5.3, sample B seems to divert significantly from the rest of the samples.
This is however not considered to be of physical origin; rather the behavior is traced
back to difficulties in reliably normalizing the data acquired for this sample due to
the presence of two intense Bragg peaks (marked by ”×” in the graph) and the low
statistics compared to the data of the other samples, therefore being responsible
for impracticable intensity comparisons. Due to the generally low statistics of the
data for all samples, resulting from limited beam time and a low incorporation
amount of Cu in the GaN film, a comparison of the signals’ intensities with respect
to the different doping concentration is unfeasible. However, a clear statement of
the presence of an XLD signal is possible, leading to the conclusion that Cu is really
incorporated in the GaN film and is not merely present in the form of Cu9Ga4
compounds.
Although the statistics of the experimental data makes a quantitative analysis diffi-
cult, an idea of where most of the Cu atoms are placed in the GaN host lattice can
be extracted when comparing the non-zero XLD experiment signal to the simula-
tions (Fig. 5.6). We observe that the intense first negative peak in the Cu on N sites
graph is missing in the experimental data. Hence a large percentage of Cu on N
sites can safely be assumed to be limited to a very small amount. Similarly, the Cu
on Ga and interstitial sites make a contribution to this first negative peak, but with
much lower intensity, therefore not contradicting with the possibility of a significant
percentage of these configurations being present but unresolved in the experimental
data. Interestingly, the best matching spectra to the experimental curve is the XLD
signature of Cu on interstitial sites where the shape of the maxima correspond well
with the two peaks in Fig. 5.6 (d).
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of the measured Ga K-edge XLD signal to the simulated
ones. (a) shows the undoped spectra, while (b) displays the measured
graph of sample C (1.35%) in comparison to calculated spectra for differ-
ent Cu site possibilities. The misfit of the red curve to the experimental
data indicates very little N site occupation of the Cu atoms.
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Figure 5.6: (a) to (c) depict the Cu K-edge XLD simulation results for 1.56% Cu-
doped GaN on Ga, N and interstitial sites, (d) shows the experimental
data of sample C (1.35%). As a guide to the eye the two main peaks
present in (d) are marked by dotted lines throughout the other graphs.
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Figure 5.7: Experimental XANES spectra of the Ga (a) and Cu (c) K-edge for the
differently doped samples. (b) and (d) show the experimental XANES
data of sample C (1.35%) along with calculated spectra for Cu on dif-
ferent sites for the Ga and Cu K-edge, respectively.
5.2.3 X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure of Cu-doped GaN
XANES at the Ga K-edge The experimental XANES data of the samples at
the Ga K-edge (Fig. 5.7 (a)) show hardly any variation for the different doping
concentrations. This is expected, because the amount of Cu incorporated in the
lattice is small leading to even smaller differences in the incorporation amount from
one sample to another which should not affect the Ga signal of the film a great
deal. The large spikes in the higher energy region of samples A(0.00%), B(0.50%)
and D(1.77%), marked by ”×” in the graph are again Bragg peaks which are only
avoidable when tilting the sample. Here, however, the peaks are well away from the
region of interest in the spectrum, thereby not causing any confusion identifying the
real XANES signal.
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In Fig. 5.7 (b) the comparison of one of the experimental curves (sample C) with
the simulated data is shown. Here, simulation results are shown for pure wurtzite
GaN (0% Cu) as well as for GaN with 2 Cu atoms in a 4 × 4 × 4 supercell (1.56%
Cu) replacing Ga atoms, N atoms and situated as interstitials.
The comparison of the calculated data with the experimental one in Fig. 5.7 (b)
displays general agreement between the two in a number of points. The main peak
around 10383 eV is very well described by all simulated curves apart from the
curve for Cu on N sites, which is shifted to higher energies by 2 eV. One might
be tempted to explain the high energy shoulder of the main peak by a possible
admixture of Cu occupation of N sites in GaN. This case is repeated for the next
peak at around 10395 eV, where again the high energy shoulder in the experimental
data could be explained by the substitutions of Cu on N sites. However, as these
shoulder-peaks in the experimental spectrum are also present in the undoped GaN
spectrum, we no further need to analyze the origin of these features with respect
to Cu doping. We assume the lack of precise matching comes about because of the
inaccuracy of the theory and claim that the low percentage of Cu in the GaN film
does not noticeable affect the spectrum. Further, the simulations fail to describe
more details of the measurement, most noticeably the low energy rising edge of the
spectrum where a distinct peak in the experimental data is seen. This peak also
appears in the calculations but is rather a shoulder. It is most pronounced when
Cu occupies interstitial sites in the GaN lattice; its exact origin, however, cannot be
concluded to be due to Cu, for the same argument as above holds, namely that it is
also present in the undoped sample. Ga bound in γ-Cu9Ga4 compounds cannot be
seen to influence the spectrum as the double peak feature in the calculated Cu9Ga4
spectrum is completely absent in the experimental data. The calculation of Cu9Ga4
was performed for one unit cell (52 atoms) and a cluster calculation radius of 10 Å.
XANES at the Cu K-edge Turning to the XANES spectra at the Cu K-edge
(Fig. 5.7 (c)), as in the case for the Ga K-edge, there is no significant difference
visible between the samples with different Cu concentrations. This outcome is not
surprising remembering the considerations of section 5.2.1 involving the SEM im-
ages, where we stated that other than for the Ga signal, the Cu signal mainly has
its origin from the Cu incorporated in the Cu9Ga4 compounds and not from Cu in
the GaN film. The spectrum of sample B may seem to differ from the rest, but with
regard to the lower statistics in the experimental data for this sample compared to
the others, also apparent in the lower signal to noise ratio, the small deviation to
the rest of the samples can be considered insignificant.
Fig. 5.7 (d) depicts the experimental data as well as the simulated data for 1.56%
Cu-doped GaN where Cu is sitting on Ga or N substitutional sites, as interstitials
or is bound in Cu9Ga4. It can clearly be seen that the shape of the experimental
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Figure 5.8: Fitting of the experimental XANES graph of sample C (1.35%) with
different calculated Cu site positions.
data most accurately fits the calculated Cu9Ga4 graph. However, the shoulder in
the rising edge of the measured data is not accounted for in the Cu9Ga4 curve.
This aspect can be explained by a slight portion of N sites being occupied by Cu
atoms. Unfortunately as can be seen by the strongly Cu9Ga4 dominated shape of the
experimental data, signals of an admixture of the Cu component coming from the
Cu atoms incorporated in the GaN film are highly suppressed, i.e. an experimental
curve fit with a contribution of one or more of the GaN:Cu curves can be established
but is subject to a large uncertainty.
Although an accurate fit is not possible for the entire spectrum, a tendency of Cu site
occupation can be extracted when deconvoluting the XANES Cu K-edge spectrum
(Fig. 5.8) by considering the four possible signal origins (Cu on Ga, N, interstitial
sites or in Cu9Ga4). A good overall fit of the experimental data was achieved for a
placement of Cu atoms at 4.0% Ga , 0.6% N and 1.1% interstitial sites; the remaining
94.3% of the signal is attributed to Cu9Ga4. This means that for Cu in the film
70% is on Ga, 20% on interstitial and 10% on N sites. Although these numbers are
values for the best fit when deconvoluting the experimental spectrum the error bars
are rather large, i.e. similar fits can be obtained with a different occupation of Cu
in GaN. To find a range where this is possible, the data was fit with the maximum
tolerable Cu fraction in each position of Cu on Ga, N and interstitial sites. The result
is that Cu can occupy between 0 - 6.2% Ga, 0 - 0.8% N and 0 - 6.8% interstitial sites
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Figure 5.9: (a) shows the simulated XLD data of GaN:Cu with a mixture of the
possible sites (Ga, N, interstitial) that Cu can occupy, according to the
same fractions of contributions as described for the XANES spectra in
Fig. 5.8. (b) displays the experimental XLD curve of sample C.
in GaN within the sensitivity of our measurement and is to 93.2 - 100% present in
Cu9Ga4 compounds.
Going back to the simulation of XLD spectra at the Cu edge and plugging in the
values of Cu occupation on the different GaN sites extracted from XANES we expect
to see a good fit with the experimental data if the XANES fit was reasonable. The
simulation, where the composition of the signal is the same as the one determined
by the XANES data, and the experimental data are shown in Fig. 5.9 (a) and (b),
respectively. It can be seen that the calculation describes the measured XLD data
well within the sensitivity of the measurement. Further, the order of magnitude of
the signal’s intensity is well described in this case where the majority of the signal
is assumed to be absorbed by the Cu9Ga4 compounds. The fact that the fit results
of the XANES spectra correspond well to the XLD spectra is an important check
for consistency and makes the data, in spite of the low signal to noise ratio, reliable.
The results from this analysis roughly correspond to the results from the SEM
considerations above, i.e. from XANES we conclude that 5.7% of the Cu in the
sample is in the film whereas from a combined SEM and WDXS analysis it was
an estimated fraction of 3.1%. Due to the numerous assumptions leading to these
numbers the discrepancy is not surprising. Nevertheless, important information
can be gained: Cu is incorporated in the film; Cu is not only incorporated on Ga
sites; Cu occupies N sites to a measurable extent. This is a finding that has not
been previously reported and may lead to new theoretical considerations of different
defects, other than only Cu substitutions on Ga sites.
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5.2.4 Considering strain in γ-Cu9Ga4 compounds
TEM investigations have revealed epitaxial growth of Cu9Ga4 compounds on GaN
[231] which indicates the possibility of Cu9Ga4 being strained and thereby deviating
from its cubic structure. This means that strained Cu9Ga4 could also be responsible
for the XLD signal that has been observed. Therefore XANES and XLD spectra of
strained Cu9Ga4 is also investigated. Different magnitudes of biaxial compressive
strain have been considered ranging from 0.5% to 20%.
A change in the Cu9Ga4 structure is expected to influence the XANES spectrum at
the Cu edge. Indeed, the shape of the graph and the main peak position changes
with varying strain. Best agreement to the measured data is given in the range of
13 - 15% strain, which is a significant amount of strain and should be experimentally
observable by e.g. XRD. However, XRD as well as in TEM measurements, where
such a large strain of the compounds should be visible, show no indication of strain
in the compounds within the measurement sensitivity.
A further indication that a contribution of strained Cu9Ga4 to the spectra is highly
improbable is the increase of the XLD signal for the etched samples compared to the
unetched ones, that has been discussed above and is depicted in Fig. 5.4. If strained
Cu9Ga4 were responsible for a large part of the XLD signal, a decrease (rather than
an increase) of XLD signal intensity after etching, due to partial removal of the
Cu9Ga4 compounds, would be expected.
In addition to these arguments, XLD spectra of simulations were performed for up
to 20% strained Cu9Ga4 to get an estimate of the influence on the XLD spectra of
strained Cu9Ga4. The results are shown in Fig. 5.10 (a) and (c) together with the
experimental data of sample C (b) for comparison. None of the calculated spectra is
in good agreement with the experimental curve and hence the possibility of strained
Cu9Ga4, also from this view point, is very small.
All these observations show that the presence of strain in Cu9Ga4, due to epitaxial
growth on GaN, is negligible for the analysis of the presented data. However, in
order to estimate the sensitivity of the fit presented in Fig. 5.8 on the shape of the
simulated Cu9Ga4 spectrum, the experimental XANES spectrum at the Cu edge
was fitted. Fig. 5.11 shows this fit considering 14% biaxial compressive strained
Cu9Ga4. The change in Cu occupation distribution, with the best fit value given
in brackets, is as follows: 0 - 10.6% (3.3%) for Cu on Ga, 0 - 0.5% (0.5%) for Cu
on N, 0 - 7.7% (2.2%) for Cu on interstitial sites and 89.4 - 100% (93.9%) for Cu
in metal compounds. Regarding Cu in the film only, this means that 54.5% is on
Ga, 36.4% on interstitial and 9.1% on N sites. Introducing strain to the compound,
the difference of Ga or interstitial site occupation plays a less important role for the
shape of the graph.
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of the XLD signals of strained Cu9Ga4 (a) and (c) and
the experimental curve (b) of sample C (1.35%) at the Cu K-edge.
None of the calculated spectra correspond well with the experimental
one, indicating the absence of strain in Cu9Ga4.
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Figure 5.11: Fitting of the experimental XANES graph of sample C (1.35%) with
different Cu site positions, where the Cu9Ga4 compounds are subject
to 15% biaxial compressive strain.
Comparing the fitting results of the strained and unstrained scenario (Fig. 5.8 and
5.11), we find that in both cases mostly Ga positions are occupied by Cu, followed
by interstitials and about 10% are present in N-like coordination. The values for Ga
and interstitial site occupation are subject to a rather large error; however, because
of the greatly differing shape of the spectrum for Cu atoms on N sites, this value is
consistent in both scenarios.
5.3 Summary of the Cu incorporation study in GaN
A series of etched and unetched Cu-doped GaN samples with different doping con-
centrations have been investigated by XANES and XLD measurements to evaluate
where Cu atoms are incorporated in the GaN matrix. The experimental data shows
no apparent dependence on the nominal Cu concentration in the samples. The ob-
served XLD signal at the Cu K-edge proves the incorporation of Cu in GaN and
indicates that interstitial positions in GaN are occupied by Cu. The XANES spectra
at the Cu K-edge are dominated by the signal coming from γ-Cu9Ga4 compounds.
With the knowledge that the XANES spectra must also be affected by Cu present
in GaN, a fit of the experimental XANES data was performed, taking into account
a possible placement of Cu in the GaN crystal on Ga, N and interstitial sites. The
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findings show that a large majority of the Cu atoms (∼70%) take Ga substitutional
sites, about 20% can be found on interstitial and 10% on N sites. XLD simulations
of GaN, with a Cu site occupation scenario as extracted with the help of the XANES
spectra, compared to the experimental data confirm the results in a consistent way.
A contribution of strained Cu9Ga4 to the XLD signal is ruled out by a number of
observations. The increase of XLD signal intensity after etching and the mismatch
of simulated XLD spectra for strained Cu9Ga4 with the experimental data indicate
the absence of strain in Cu9Ga4. This is also consistent with earlier XRD and TEM
results, which found no indication of large strain in the compounds.
Although the findings here clearly point into a direction, one has to be cautious when
attempting to generalize the results. We should keep in mind that the results apply
for PAMBE grown samples in Ga rich conditions with certain provided Cu to Ga
flux ratios under specific growth parameters. Because of the different techniques and
methods available for the synthesis of Cu-doped GaN the present work states one
step in studying this material. Investigations of different sample growth conditions
(N rich condition) and sample treatments (post-growth annealing) are currently
underway to get insight into the influence of these on the characteristics of GaN:Cu
samples.
Nevertheless, the finding that a large fraction of Cu atoms in GaN occupies Ga sites
supports the validity of theoretical studies based on this assumption. However, it
has also been shown that a significant portion of dopants is situated on interstitial
and nitrogen sites, giving rise to the question if and how these Cu atoms influence
the magnetic behavior of GaN. To answer this question and to gain a more thorough
understanding of the materials properties, future theoretical studies are encouraged
to also consider Cu atoms on positions other than Ga sites, which are shown to be
occupied in this work.
6 Summary
Within the framework of this thesis, a new MBE system dedicated to the growth
of nitride semiconductors was built and brought to operation for room temperature
spintronics applications such as spin LEDs. For such devices efficient recombination
of charge carriers, high spin polarization, i.e. effective spin-alignment, as well as high
spin-injection efficiencies are desirable. Therefore, incorporation of Cu in Cu-doped
GaN, a room temperature ferromagnetic DMS, was studied and growth of non-polar
GaN, leading to stronger emission efficiencies due to the absence of polarization
charges along the growth direction, thereby avoiding the Quantum Confined Stark
Effect, was investigated.
LiAlO2 substrates were used to find appropriate growth conditions and parameters
for non-polar GaN growth on the newly installed system. However, LiGaO2 sub-
strates were the main focus of this thesis, due to the promising impact of close
lattice match of two different LiGaO2 surface orientations to non-polar M - and A-
plane GaN, respectively. Non-polar GaN growth on LiGaO2 by MBE had not been
investigated prior to this study.
Good quality GaN growth on LiAlO2 substrates was accompanied by the presence of
Ga droplets on the sample surface, which however, could easily be removed. M -plane
GaN could be grown with very high purity and good crystal quality, comparable to
the best reported results in literature. Furthermore, polar C -plane GaN could be
achieved by alteration of the growth parameters, but growth of this GaN crystal
direction was seen to be less suitable for growth on LiAlO2. Nevertheless, 97.5%
C -plane phase purity could be achieved with a crystal quality better than reported
in literature for MBE grown C -plane GaN.
Growth of non-polar M - and A-plane GaN was studied on the well lattice matched
substrate LiGaO2. Depending on the selected LiGaO2 substrate surface orientation,
i.e. (100) or (010), M - or A-plane could be grown, respectively. Very high phase
pure and flat non-polar GaN was grown. Dislocation densities were shown to be on
the same order as comparable reported values. Stacking faults were found in high
densities in the M -plane sample but were considerably less in the A-plane sample
showing an improvement compared to reports in literature about stacking faults in
A-plane GaN grown on R-plane sapphire.
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The use of LiAlO2 as a substrate for non-polar GaN benefits from the persistent
investigations on this substrate over the past decade, meaning that manufacturing
and surface polishing issues have been subject to a longer development and are more
refined than for LiGaO2, used for the first time to grow non-polar GaN in the context
of this thesis. LiGaO2 presents a very promising candidate for high phase purity and
a flat and smooth morphology of the grown non-polar GaN planes. No Ga droplets
were observed on the GaN surface; still good crystal quality was evident. However,
the presence of scratches on the substrate surfaces indicated that polishing issues of
LiGaO2 are not completely solved yet.
Nevertheless, comparing non-polar GaN growth on LiAlO2 and LiGaO2, the latter
seems to be a more convenient substrate for non-polar GaN growth, due to the high
achievable phase purity which comes naturally, due to the selective lattice match of
the different surfaces to GaN. However, progress on the matter of substrate polishing
has to be made first, before the investigation of GaN growth on this substrate can
yield higher crystal quality.
A prospective candidate for a room temperature spin-aligning material in spintron-
ics applications Cu-doped GaN grown by MBE, was investigated with respect to
the placement of Cu atoms in GaN by x-ray absorption. Simulations using the
FDMNES program were performed in conjunction with the analysis of the exper-
imental XANES and XLD data. The combination of experiment and calculations
gives insight into the Cu incorporation in GaN. It was found that the majority
(around 70%) of Cu in the GaN film is situated on Ga substitutional sites, roughly
20% is present on interstitial and 10% on N sites.
These results show that Cu is incorporated on Ga sites as assumed by theoretical
studies and gives validity to those investigations. However, not only is Cu positioned
on substitutional cation sites but also to some part on other sites in the crystal.
Therefore, theoretical studies examining the magnetic behavior of GaN:Cu should
also consider the Cu occupation of interstitial and nitrogen sites, which might yield
insight into unraveling the mechanism of ferromagnetism in this material. In this
sense, the findings presented here provide additional information which may serve
to aid the understanding of the material of Cu-doped GaN.
In conclusion, for future work it would be very interesting to combine the bene-
fits of non-polar GaN with the promising properties of Cu-doped GaN for efficient
spintronics devices. Non-polar InGaN quantum dots imbedded in non-polar GaN,
grown on (100) or (010) LiGaO2 could serve as the active material in a spin LED,
whereas a high degree of spin polarization and an efficient spin injection at room
temperature could be realized by ferromagnetic Cu-doped GaN.
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